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The English Language Curriculum and Assessment Guide (Secondary 4 – 6) states that in the 
Learning English through Social Issues module ‘learners will be provided with opportunities to 
develop and consolidate their language skills through exploring and researching social issues that 
they are interested in.’ (p. 44). 

The Curriculum and Assessment Guide also states that the content for this module comprises of 
three parts, where:

Preface

Part 1 introduces the notion of social issues and provides the learners with opportunities to 
consider various social issues and their effects on individuals, societies and the world.

Part 2 introduces the idea that social issues can be viewed from multiple perspectives. Learners 
learn how to follow arguments, research social issues and develop strategies for evaluating 
information from different sources. They also learn how to cite and acknowledge the sources they 
use.
 
Part 3 enables learners to define, examine, analyse and research social issues of personal interest 
and to present their findings orally and in writing.

The suggested time allocation for each of these parts is:

Part 1    22 x 40 minute periods 14.5 hours
Part 2    16 x 40 minute periods 10.5 hours
Part 3    12 x 40 minute periods      8 hours

          TOTAL    33 hours
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Rationale 

NETworking: Social Issues in the English Classroom provides teaching ideas and resources that 
are designed to support local English teachers and NETs in Hong Kong responsible for teaching 
the Learning English through Social Issues elective module in the Three-year Senior English 
Language Secondary Curriculum. 

In the lessons and materials presented here, efforts have been made to include traditional text, 
audio-visual components and other forms of Information Technology. From functions that are readily 
available in word processing and audio-visual software to resources available online, Information 
Technology can be used as an effective and motivating tool for broadening the perspectives of 
students in exploring social issues that are relevant to their lives. 

The use of drama combined with discussion is also featured. The activities in Forum Theatre are 
designed to provide students with a non-threatening way to discuss potentially sensitive issues in 
the English language. The activities are also meant to be motivating, engaging and fun.

Although this publication is designed to support the teaching of the Social Issues elective module, 
it is hoped that teachers will also find parts of the publication useful for integrating into the school-
based English Language curriculum or for incorporating into co-curricular English programmes to 
enhance students’ language skills and raise their awareness of relevant social issues. 
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Raising Awareness of Social Issues

At St. Louis School, a weekly programme that involves 
news broadcasts provides students with opportunities 
to listen and respond to social issues. According to Mr 
Chui, Vice Principal, the programme was started by the 
History Department to raise student awareness about 
international news. Recently, the focus of the broadcast 

has been changed to local current events. The change was made to introduce topics 
that are more familiar to the students. Michael was recruited to finalise the news copy 
and read it on the air. 

A Collaborative Process

Michael emphasised that the production of the broadcasts is a collaborative effort. 
The process involves Michael
 1.  receiving a draft of a local current event written by a fellow teacher, such  
      as a Liberal Studies teacher, along with a related topic;
 2.  providing feedback on the draft and suggestions for revision;
 3.  collaborating with the teacher on finalising the copy for the broadcast;
 4.  preparing a transcript of the broadcast and a list of key words and phrases  
      for students; and
 5.  rehearsing and sharing the tasks of reading the news and modelling the  
      pronunciation of the key words and phrases.

The News Broadcast Programme

Every Tuesday, students at St. Louis School are provided with a script of the news 
broadcast and a list of key words and phrases used in the broadcast. They listen to 
the broadcast read by Michael and one of his fellow teachers on a local current event. 
Students then listen to Michael modelling the pronunciation of key words and phrases 
used in the broadcast. Students may also participate in discussions or other learning 
activities related to the broadcast that are facilitated by their Class Teachers.

Michael Lloyd teaches at St. Louis School on Hong  
Kong Island. Originally from England, he taught for 

13 years in Japan where he also worked as a radio and 
television broadcaster before joining the NET Scheme in 
Hong Kong in 1998. When he arrived at the school, he 
found an opportunity to apply his previous experience in 
broadcasting.

Michael Lloyd
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Discussing Social Issues Online

David Johncock is from Torbay in the southwest of 
England. He has been teaching in Hong Kong since 

1996 and came to Marymount Secondary School in 
Happy Valley in 1998.

Setting Up an Online Learning Community

In September 2007, David set up an online community 
to create a space for his students to explore and discuss 
social issues in the novels they were reading. They 
collaborated on group projects and peer-edited assigned 
tasks.

After having explored a number of online forums, David decided on Wetpaint for the 
following reasons:
 •  It is easy to set up and administer, intuitive to use and simple to navigate.
 •  A range of privacy options allows control over who can join, view, contribute  
    to and edit the site.
 •  It allows for a piece of work to be edited collaboratively by peers, thus      
    eliminating the need for drafting and re-drafting on paper.
 •  The teacher can see how much and how often every student contributes to 
    a document which is very difficult to do in conventional drafting on paper.
 •  Each member of the community has an individual profile which allows them  
           to review their own editing and added content.
 •  Students can also personalise their profiles, which makes it fun for them.

Using Wetpaint to Explore Social Issues

David has used Wetpaint to explore social issues in the following English novels:

Title Author Issues
The Joy Luck Club Amy Tan immigration, the generation gap and recent 

Chinese history
Brave New World Aldous Huxley genetic engineering, cloning, values based on 

consumerism and the absence of families and 
religion

The Remains of the Day Kazuo Ishiguro effects of war on relationships
Frankenstein Mary Shelley relationship between science and the sanctity 

of life

Useful links: http://englishplace.wetpaint.com

David Johncock
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Section 1: Social Issues in Schools

Mary Thorpe

Originally from Australia, Mary Thorpe worked as a NET at St. Teresa Secondary 
School before joining her current school three years ago. 

When asked about teaching English through social issues, Mary maintains that it fits 
into the English curriculum for two important reasons. First, the focus on social issues 
allows students to develop a strong sense of global citizenship and responsible living, 
which is part of her school’s mission. Second, she explains that social issues are 
familiar and realistic, making it easy for students to connect to learning. 

Curriculum Integration

In Form 1, students at her school do not use a commercially published textbook. 
Instead, they use materials that are developed by teachers. In Form 2 and 3, thematic 
units are designed to supplement the textbooks. In all of the teacher-prepared materials 
for junior form students, activities are built in to solicit a personal response using 
social issues or current events. The themes that students explore include ‘Healthy 
Planet’, ‘Family and Friendship’ and ‘Work and Socialisation’, which aptly connect to 
their lives. 

The Learning Process

Students map out issues/problems, hypothesise solutions, discuss and plan courses 
of action, predict outcomes and write about them. Ultimately, they are guided to 
achieve understanding from a perspective that is both personal and meaningful. 

Theme

Integrating Social Issues

4



5Section 1: Social Issues in Schools

Activity 1: 
Students are 
asked to examine 
their own living 
environment and 
identify aspects 
that they would 
improve.

Activity 2: 
Students are 
asked to identify 
problems in their 
environment and to 
propose solutions 
for improvement.

The following are examples of activities developed by Mary Thorpe in which social 
issues are used to connect students to learning. By comparing Mars with Earth, 
students are asked to propose ideas on making Mars a habitable planet for humans.

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Social Issues in Schools 

You are one of those chosen to build a new world on Mars. What would you build on 
Mars? 
In your group: 

Task 1: Brainstorm ideas on what to build.  

             e.g.   

Task 2: Explain your ideas. 

E.g.   We would build     on Mars because    
 .
1. We would build       on Mars because    

                .

2. We would build       on Mars because    

                .

3. We would build       on Mars because    

                .

4. We would build       on Mars because    

                .

Things  
on Mars 

Activity 1 

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Social Issues in Schools 

I. What 5 changes do you think would make Earth a better place to live in? Explain 
your ideas. 

Change Reason 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

II. What problems do your ideas reflect? Rank them in order of importance.  

Problem 

Most 
Important 

Least 
Important 

Activity 2: Decision Making 



Activity 3: 
Students survey 
the public to 
identify social 
concerns in the 
future. They are 
then asked to 
respond to these 
concerns. 

Activity 4: 
Students research 
information and 
compare the 
environments on 
Earth and Mars. 

6 Section 1: Social Issues in Schools

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Social Issues in Schools 

I. Survey 
Ask 5 people of different ages, some young, some old, what they think will be the 
biggest problem in the future. Also ask them to explain their opinion.  

Name Occupation Age Opinion 

E.g. Chan Mei Mei mother 36 Poor health because the air pollution is 
getting worse in H.K. 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.   

5.    

II. Analysis 
Do you agree with the people you have interviewed? Do you disagree with anyone? 

I agree with      because      _____

            

            

I disagree with      because      

            

            

Activity 3: Survey and Analysis 

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Social Issues in Schools 

In your group, use the Internet to gather information on Earth and Mars. Compare 
the conditions and suggest solutions for overcoming the possible problems of 
building houses on Mars.  

Mars Earth Solutions for overcoming possible 
problems of building houses on 

Mars 
1.  3rd planet Different climate – hotter in the 

middle, colder at the poles. To avoid 
sunburn, we need to 

2.  365 days/year Longer seasons. To be prepare, we 
need to  

3. Atmosphere 
mainly contains: 

Atmosphere 
mainly contains: 
 carbon 
 oxygen 

4. Landscape: 
 volcanoes 
 flat land 
 no trees 

Landscape: 
  
  
  

5. Weather: 
  
  
  

Weather: 
 rain 
 snow 
 wind 

  

6. No life Start simple life forms like one-cell 
organisms on Mars. 

7. No plants Grow food by planting seeds such as  

Where should people live? Where would you build houses? Why would you choose 
this location? 

Activity 4: Research 
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Section 2: Exploring Social Issues through Print Media�

Introduction

Many English teachers in Hong Kong secondary schools use English language 
newspapers and magazines in their lessons. These sources of facts, information 

and popular opinion can help students build vocabulary, improve reading skills and 
learn meaningfully about current events and social issues. 

When using a text from a newspaper or magazine to teach social issues, teachers 
should provide students with “scaffolding”. This means activating and building on prior 
knowledge of key concepts to facilitate reading comprehension. Teachers should also 
provide opportunities for students to study headlines and think about the topic before 
they read: What might the issue be about? What are its possible causes? What are 
the probable effects? What might the solutions be?

With enough scaffolding, students will be more successful in engaging with the text, 
in reading fluently and, eventually, in achieving comprehension. Once students have 
read and understood the text, teachers should then consolidate their learning with 
culminating tasks in which the students apply newly acquired knowledge and skills. 
This might involve students discussing, writing about or reporting orally on how the 
issue relates to their lives.

The learning activities and teaching strategies presented in this section of the book 
are designed to model the process of scaffolding, students engaging with the text and 
consolidating learning with print media texts. Teachers are encouraged to adopt this 
process with social issue texts, or any text for that matter.



   
      

Brainstorming Graphic 
Organisers
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Resource CD

In the accompanying Resource CD, all of the print media materials featured in this 
section are organised in folders as illustrated below:

Section 2

   
      

Text A
Global Issue

   
  

Text B
National Issue

   
   

Texts C & D 
Local Issue

4 x Folders1 x Worksheet
1 x Answer Key

1 x Reading Text 5 x Worksheets 4 x Answer Keys

All of the reading texts, printable worksheets, answer keys, pronunciation PowerPoints 
and other materials can be found in these folders. 

For example, in the Text A: Global Issues folder, you will find the following sub-folders 
and files:

4 x Folders 6 x Folders 6 x Graphic Organisers

1 x PowerPoint

   
      

Text A
Global Issue

Exploring Social 
Issues through 

Print Media
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Brainstorming: What are Social Issues?

To define a social issue, students should first consider the scope of its impact. There 
are various types:

Global Issues affect the entire world.
National or Regional Issues affect a particular country or region, e.g. 
China or Hong Kong.
Local issues affect people in the community, the school or the 
workplace.

The worksheet below is designed to help students begin thinking about the variety of 
social issues that might have an impact on their lives.

•
•

•

Brainstorming 
Worksheet

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB                                                                      Brainstorming: Worksheet 

Brainstorming: What are Social Issues? 

What are social issues? A social issue can be seen as any issue that has an 
impact on individuals in society. There are many types of social issues that affect 
people:  

1. Global Issues: social issues that affect the entire world; 

2. National Issues or Regional Issues: social issues that affect a 
particular country or region (e.g. China, Hong Kong); or 

3. Local issues: social issues that affect people more locally in their 
communities, schools or places of work. 

Work in pairs or small groups and brainstorm some examples of social issues 
that impact on people around the world.  







       











      









Discuss: Which of these issues have the greatest impact on your life? Why?
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Supporting Student Learning

To support student learning, teachers should use scaffolding strategies, engage 
students with the text and consolidate their learning.

Scaffolding Strategies

Before having students read a text, teachers should scaffold learning by providing 
students with opportunities to

predict the topic of a news article by studying the headline;
skim the first paragraph to derive a general definition of the issue;
compile a list of key words and phrases that relate to the issue;
scan the article to identify and define unfamiliar words;
practise pronouncing unfamiliar words;
brainstorm ideas on the causes of the issue;
brainstorm ideas on the effects of the identified causes; and
brainstorm ideas about possible solutions that will address the issue. 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engaging with the Text

Students will engage actively with a text by
reading it aloud independently or in small groups to improve fluency; 
answering questions about the text to demonstrate comprehension; and
making notes on the content of the text, e.g. causes and effect or implemented 
solutions, using graphic organisers.

•
•
•

Consolidating Learning

Students should be provided with opportunities to discuss, analyse and evaluate 
the social issues about which they have learned through activities such as making 
presentations, conducting group discussions and participating in role-plays.

The texts of three different social issues are provided in this section.

Title of text Topic Type of issue Text type
Text A
 “Gore’s mission: Planet Earth” global warming global issue film review

Text B
“Unscrupulous practices milk 
public”

food  safety in China: 
tainted milk scandal

national/regional 
issue news broadcast

Text C 
“Snoozing students losing”

sleep deprivation 
among Hong Kong 
students

local issue letters to the editor
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Film Review

Here is a film review of Al Gore’s documentary An Inconvenient Truth which is about 
global warming.

However, human activities are tilting 
the balance. We are burning fossil fuels 
such as coal, oil and petrol, and this is re-
leasing vast amounts of carbon dioxide and 
other harmful gases into the atmosphere. 
At the same time, we are clearing forests 
for wood and for creating more farmland. 
Plants and trees absorb carbon dioxide, but 
when we cut them down, the problem of 
global warming gets worse. As the amount 
of carbon dioxide increases, the atmosphere 
absorbs more heat and the Earth continues 
to get warmer.

The evidence that Mr Gore presents in 
his film is overwhelming and very convinc-
ing. The vast majority of scientists agree, 
claims Mr Gore, that global warming is 
not natural; rather, it is caused by human 
activities.

What are some of the devastating ef-
fects of global warming? According to the 
film, mountain glaciers are melting very 
quickly. What’s worse is that polar ice 
caps, as well as shelf ice in Greenland and 
Antarctica, are also melting at an unprec-
edented rate. This will ultimately result in 
rising sea levels which will submerge low-
lying coastal areas around the world.  

Weather patterns have also become 
more unpredictable. For instance, the num-
ber of hurricanes, or typhoons, has nearly 
doubled over the last thirty years. At around 
the same time An Inconvenient Truth was 
being filmed, Hurricane Katrina struck the 
city of New Orleans, causing extensive 
damage from flooding. In many other parts 
of the world, heat waves, droughts and 
wildfires are also on the increase.

(Continued on next page)

by Stephen Wu

Former vice president of the United 
States, Al Gore, is on a mission. His 

destination? No, it is no longer the high-
est political office in the United States it 
seems. He will leave that mission to other 
noble-minded men (or women). Mr Gore 
has set his sights on loftier goals. The aim 
of his mission now is Planet Earth.

In 2007, Al Gore shared the Nobel 
Peace Prize with the U.N.’s Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change as a result 
of the tireless work he has done to educate 
people all over the world about the dan-
gers of global warming. The problem was  
poignantly portrayed in his Oscar-winning 
documentary film, An Inconvenient Truth.

What exactly does An Inconvenient 
Truth tell us about global warming? What 
is causing our planet to get hotter? How 
do we know? What are the consequences? 
Is there anything that we can do to help? 
These are some of the questions that Al 
Gore takes on in the film. 

In An Inconvenient Truth, the concept 
of global warming is explained, first in sci-
entific terms, and then in a format that even 
young children can appreciate: a Simpsons-
like animation film about the unsuspecting 
“Mr Sunbeam” who meets a menacing 
gang of greenhouse gases.

This cartoon is meant to illustrate the 
greenhouse effect. Like the green-tinted 
glass of a greenhouse that provides a warm 
environment for plants, greenhouse gases 
in the Earth’s atmosphere, such as carbon 
dioxide, trap the sun’s heat, which has a 
warming effect on the Earth. In itself, this 
is a good thing. Without greenhouse gases, 
the Earth would freeze.

Gore’s Mission: Planet Earth
A Film Review of Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth 

Text A 
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The activities that follow on p. 14-18 are designed to demonstrate how teachers can 
use “scaffolding strategies” to support student learning when using print media to 
explore social issues. 

The final message of the film is that the 
every individual must play a part for the 
sake of future generations. If we all make 
small changes to our daily routines today, 
this can add up to big differences in stop-
ping global warming. We can choose the 
way we live, and our choices can make a 
difference – one way or the other.

If you have not seen An Inconve-
nient Truth, you can begin by watch-
ing this film. Check out the website 
www.climatecrisis.net for more ideas on 
saving the planet.
 

Mr Gore claims that “we already know 
everything we need to know to effectively 
address this problem.” But what can we 
do? 

If a greater number of humans were 
able to use more efficient electrical appli-
ances, drive smaller cars that get higher 
mileage, take mass transit more frequently, 
and invest in renewable sources of energy 
like solar and wind power for our energy 
needs, we could drastically reduce the 
amount of carbon dioxide in the atmo-
sphere, thus reducing global warming and 
slowing down its effects. “The solutions 
are in our hands,” says Mr Gore. “What we 
need is determination.”
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Scaffolding Strategies

Making predictions is an effective strategy to help students read purposefully. It helps 
students to connect what they already know about a topic to new information so that 
new learning or better understanding can be synthesised. Posing questions they want 
to have answered is a strategy that will motivate students to be inquisitive, investigative 
readers.

Text A: 
Worksheet 1

Making Predictions with News Headlines

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text A: Worksheet 1 

Making Predictions with News Headlines 

You are going to read a text from the media about an important global issue. Before 
you do, look at the headline below. Use a dictionary to help you understand the 
words that you do not know. Then answer the questions that follow. 

1.  What do you think this headline refers to? ______  

a) The global response to China’s space programme  
b) The global response to the US presidential elections  
c) A film on global warming and climate change 
d) A World Trade Organization conference 

2. The headline refers to a person named Gore. Who is Gore? 
__________________________________________________________ 

3. What exactly do you think Gore’s “mission” is? _____________________ 
  __________________________________________________________ 
  __________________________________________________________ 

Use the space below to make a mind map of this issue. Jot down all of the words 
and phrases that you can think of related to the issue. Use your dictionary to help 
you if necessary. 



Issue:
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Key words and phrases are the building blocks of a text. Without knowing basic 
language items, students can at best achieve only partial understanding of a text, not 
to mention possibly misguided ideas about its content. Pre-teaching the vocabulary of 
a text is therefore essential in enabling students to access its content and meaning.

Below are three examples of vocabulary building activities that correspond to Text A.

Focus of vocabulary items Type of activity

A. The causes of global warming Sentence completion exercise

B. The effects of global warming Matching exercise

C. The possible solutions to the issue Verb collocation exercise

A good learner’s dictionary will help teachers in designing vocabulary activities like 
these. See p. 16-17.

Vocabulary Building
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Text A:
 Worksheet 2

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text A: Worksheet 2 

Vocabulary Building 

A. Sentence Completion  
Use the words in the word box to complete the sentences below. It may be 
necessary to change the form of the word. 

The Causes of Global Warming

  

1. ____________________ refers to the gradual rise in the earth’s 
temperature as a result of human activities. 

2. A __________________ is a glass building used to grow plants. It keeps the 
plants warm and protects them from bad weather. 

3. When too many ___________________ are released into the air, they trap 
the sun’s heat and cause the earth to get warmer. 

4. The ______________________ refers to a build-up of gases in the air around 
the earth, which causes the earth’s temperature to rise. 

5. Fuels like coal and oil, formed from the remains of decayed plants and 
animals, are called ____________________.  

6. The ____________________ is the layer of air and other gases that surround 
the Earth. 

7. When you ______________________, this means that you do something to 
change  a situation so that different parts are no longer equal. 

8. When you ______________________, this means that you cut down all the 
trees. 

9. Burning fuel ____________________ carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. 

10. Plants and trees ____________________ carbon dioxide from the air. 

absorb  greenhouse   
atmosphere greenhouse effect  
clear forests greenhouse gases  
fossil fuels release 
global warming tilt the balance

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text A: Worksheet 2 

Vocabulary Building 

B.  Matching  
 Match the words on the left with the meanings on the right. 

The Effects of Global Warming 

Words Meanings 

1. mountain glacier   

2. polar ice cap         

3. shelf ice                

4. heatwave                A 

5. drought                 

6. wildfire                  

7. rising sea levels    

8. unpredictable           L 

9. coastal flooding     

10. refugee crisis        

11. climate change     

12. extinction              

a)  a period of time during which the weather is  
     much hotter than usual 

b) a serious problem in which people are forced 
      to leave their homes or their country, usually  
     because of war 

c) when the average level of the seas get higher 
      with respect to the land 

d)  a huge mass of ice which moves very slowly  
     down a mountain valley 

e)  change in general weather conditions and  
     patterns 

f)   when a species of plant or animal dies out, i.e.  
     no longer has any living members 

g)  a thick layer of ice that sticks out over the sea  
     like a shelf, found in Greenland and Antarctica 

h)  a long period of time during which no rain falls

i)   a thick layer of ice and snow that permanently  
     covers an area of land in the areas around the  
     North and South Poles 

j)   when an area near the sea is covered by large 
    amounts of seawater 

k)  a fire that starts in a wild area such as a forest  
     and spreads rapidly causing great damage 

l)  when it is not possible to know what will  
    happen 

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text A: Worksheet 2 

Vocabulary Building 

C. Collocations 
Match the verbs on the left with the phrases on the right to create meaningful 
collocations. Do you know what they all mean? 

The Possible Solutions to Global Warming 

1. address  _____  a)  the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

2. use   _____  b)  the way we live    

3. drive   __L__  c)  your part for the sake of future generations

4. take   _____  d)  the film An Inconvenient Truth

5. invest in   _____  e)  more efficient appliances

6. reduce    __A__  f)  a difference 

7. slow down _____  g)  renewable sources of energy (e.g. solar, wind) 

8. play   _____  h)  the effects of global warming 

9. choose  _____  i)  the issue of global warming 

10. make   _____  j)  the website www.climatecrisis.net  

11. watch   _____  k)  mass transit more frequently

12. check out _____  l)  smaller cars that get higher mileage 
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Students can compile a vocabulary checklist like the one below by recording the words 
they are not familiar with in a notebook or on index cards.

Text A: 
Worksheet 3

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text A: Worksheet 3 

Vocabulary Checklist 

A.  Introduction 
 1.   mission (n)     6.   lofty (adj) 

2. destination (n)    7.   tireless (adj) 
 3.   political office (n phr)    8.   poignantly (adv) 
 4.   noble-minded (adj)    9.   portray (v) 

5. set one’s sights on something (v phr)  10. consequence (n) 

 B. Causes of Global Warming 
1.   global warming (n phr)    6.   atmosphere (n) 
2.   greenhouse (n)     7.   tilt the balance (v phr) 
3.   greenhouse gases (n phr)   8.   clear forests (v phr) 
4.   the greenhouse effect (n phr)   9.   release (v) 
5. fossil fuels (n)     10. absorb (v) 

C. Effects of Global Warming 
1.   mountain glaciers (n phr)    11. Hurricane Katrina (n) 
2.   polar ice caps (n phr)    12. New Orleans (n) 
3. shelf ice (n phr)             13. flooding (ger)
4. Greenland (n)             14. heat waves (n phr)
5. Antarctica (n)     15. droughts  (n)  
6. rising sea levels (n phr)    16. wildfires (n) 
7. submerge (v)     17. climate change (n phr) 
8. coastal areas (n phr)    18. coastal flooding (n phr) 
9. unpredictable (adj)    19. refugee crisis (n phr) 
10. hurricanes (n)     20. extinction (n) 

D. Possible Solutions 
1. efficient (adj)     6.   wind power (n phr) 
2. electrical appliances (n phr)   7.   solar power (n phr) 
3. mileage (n)     8.   determination (n) 
4. mass transit (n phr)    9.   future generations (n phr) 
5. renewable sources of energy (n phr)  10. make a difference (v phr) 
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Learning the definitions of key and unfamiliar words will facilitate reading 
comprehension. Learning to pronounce the words will help students develop  
phonemic awareness and achieve accuracy in the production of sounds and stresses.  

The PowerPoint presentation is a convenient tool for setting up pronunciation practice. 
The slides simulate flashcards that are typically used for practice. Stressed syllables 
can be highlighted (in red and capitalised) to guide students. Each word can be broken 
down to show its phonemic composition. 

Suggested Procedures
The students will

1. view the whole word and try to pronounce it; 
2. be called on randomly to pronounce the word;
3. view the word broken down into syllables;
4. check their pronunciation and make adjustments if necessary;
5. listen to the teacher modelling the pronunciation;
6. practise pronunciation by repeating after the teacher a few times; and
7. be called on by the teacher to check for accuracy.

Sample PowerPoint slides for pronunciation practice:

Pronunciation Practice

Text A: 
Pronunciation PowerPoint

NETworking: Using Social Issues to Learn English, NET Section, CDI, EDB, 2009

greenhousegreenhouse
gasesgases

GREEN – house
GAS – [siz]

NETworking: Using Social Issues to Learn English, NET Section, CDI, EDB, 2009

globalglobal
warmingwarming

GLO – bal
WAR – ming

NETworking: Using Social Issues to Learn English, NET Section, CDI, EDB, 2009

PRONUNCIATIONPRONUNCIATION
PRACTICEPRACTICE

Gore’s Mission -
Planet Earth
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After students learn the vocabulary, they are ready to read about the social issue. In 
pairs or small groups, they can collaborate on defining the social issue and mapping 
out related key concepts. 

A good definition should answer the questions who, what, where, when, or  a 
combination of these. The questions why and how may also be addressed.

Text A:
 Worksheet 4

Engaging with the Text

Defining a Social Issue

___ssalC___________________________________emaN ___ ( )

4teehskroW:AtxeTBDE,IDC,noitceSTEN,TCNR

Identifying the Definition of a Social Issue

Read the following excerpt from the film review and complete a definition in English
for “global warming” based on the information provided. Then define some of the key
concepts. Use a dictionary to help you if necessary.

Excerpt from “Gore’s mission: Planet Earth”

1. Defining the issue:
According to the passage, global warming occurs because

2. Defining the key concepts:
a) A greenhouse is a  

b) Greenhouse gases are

c) The greenhouse effect occurs because  

d) The atmosphere is

e) Fossil fuels are

In An Inconvenient Truth, the concept of global warming is explained, first in scientific terms,
and then in a format that even young children can appreciate: a Simpsons-like animation film
about the unsuspecting “Mr Sunbeam” who meets a menacing gang of greenhouse gases.

This cartoon is meant to illustrate the greenhouse effect. Like the green-tinted glass of a
greenhouse that provides a warm environment for plants, greenhouse gases in the Earth’s
atmosphere, such as carbon dioxide, trap the sun’s heat, which has a warming effect on the Earth.
In itself, this is a good thing. Without greenhouse gases, the Earth would freeze.

However, human activities are tilting the balance. We are burning fossil fuels such as coal, oil and
petrol, and this is releasing vast amounts of carbon dioxide and other harmful gases into the
atmosphere. At the same time, we are clearing forests for wood and for creating more farmland.
Plants and trees absorb carbon dioxide, but when we cut them down, the problem of global
warming just gets worse. As the amount of carbon dioxide increases, the atmosphere absorbs more
heat and the Earth continues to get warmer.
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When making notes, students should not just copy whole sentences word for word. 
They should learn to extract the essential information and organise the ideas in point 
form. 

Worksheet 5 is a sample graphic organiser for identifying cause and effect. For other 
examples, see the Graphic Organisers folder in the Resource CD.

Text A:
 Worksheet 5

Graphic Organisers for Making Notes

Name: _____________________________  Class: ______ (          ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text A: Worksheet 5 

Graphic Organiser A

Title:   
Author:   
Publication / Date:                                                                               
Social Issue: 

How would you define this issue based on the information in the article?  

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Causes:

Possible Solutions:

Effects:

Making notes in graphic organisers will help students to organise the key points as 
they read about them. This can help them further identify or clarify key issues.



Board Board
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The notes that students make in the graphic organisers can be used for two purposes. 
One is for writing essays. Another is for teachers to assess how much students have 
learned about an issue.

To help students write better, a collaborative writing task can be assigned. The 
advantage of such a task is that by sharing their notes, comparing and discussing 
their ideas with other group members, students will learn from one another. 

For collaborative work to be productive, students need to be taught at the beginning 
of the school year how to move their desks to form working groups as efficiently as 
possible and to cooperate with other group members. 

Even in a class of 40 students, group work is possible if students are trained well. Here 
is a simple way to arrange desks into groups of four:

Individual work: Collaborative work:

Collaborative Writing Task

With groups of four, each group will write one part of the essay. The essay will 
include 

•  a paragraph in which the social issue is defined;
•  a paragraph discussing the probable causes of the problem;
•  a paragraph discussing the possible effects of the problem; and
•  a paragraph discussing possible solutions for the issue.

Consolidating Learning

Collaborative Writing 
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Each group will write one paragraph. If there are 10 groups of 4 students, at least 2 
groups will work on each paragraph. They will write their paragraphs collaboratively 
on a sheet of lined paper. 

Remind students that a good paragraph should contain a well written topic sentence 
and supporting ideas such as examples, evidence and logical consequences.

After the groups have completed the paragraphs, they will
use a visualiser to show their work on a projection screen and read it aloud;
obtain feedback from the teacher, who can address common errors with the 
whole class;
type up their paragraphs in the school’s Computer Lab and send them as 
attachments via the school’s intranet or by email to the teacher; 
read, edit and revise the paragraphs as a class; and
put the paragraphs together into a collaborative essay.

Instead of working as a class, students can also read, discuss, edit and revise one 
another’s paragraphs in their groups. The finalised paragraphs will be submitted to 
the teacher, who can then compile them into a collaborative essay. 

•
•

•

•
•
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“Gore’s Mission: Planet Earth” is a review of the documentary film, An Inconvenient 
Truth. Students may read the review for background information before viewing the 
film or any other documentary programmes on global warming. It can also be used as 
a model for a book or film review. 

When writing a book or film review, students should keep in mind the purpose of the 
review and the intended audience.

A review of a non-fiction book or documentary film focusing on a social issue should 
contain the following:

An introduction of the book and its author, or of the film and its producers, 
directors and cast.
A discussion of the people, places and events, along with an analysis of the 
main theme(s) or issue(s) in the book or film.
A conclusion in which the book or film is evaluated and possibly  
recommended.

Reviewing a book or a film about a social issue requires good summarisation and 
persuasive writing skills. Reviewers usually use the past tense when discussing the 
life of an author or producer (see Example A) but the present tense when summarising 
the details of a book or a film (see Example B).

•

•

•

Reviewers should be aware of the context. Who will read the review? Will it be 
published in the school newsletter? Will it be published for a diverse audience? 
Should a recommendation be made considering the audience?

Example A:  Discussing the life of the producer

In 2007, Al Gore shared the Nobel Peace Prize with the U.N.’s Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change . . .

Example B:  Discussing the details of the film

The evidence that Mr Gore presents in his film is overwhelming and very convincing. 
The vast majority of scientists agree . . .

Writing a Film Review
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News Broadcast Script

Here is the text of a news report on the tainted milk scandal in Mainland China 
presented by a Hong Kong secondary student in a morning news broadcast at her 
school. The topic is food safety.

The “Social Issues” Morning News Broadcast

Hosted by Joanna White, NET
Reported by Queenie Chow, 6S

JW: Good morning, every one. This is your NET, Joanna White. Welcome to our 
weekly “Social Issues” Morning News Broadcast. Today we will hear Queenie 
Chow from 6S, who will report on the tainted milk scandal in China. Over to you, 
Queenie.

QC: Thank you, Ms White. 

Unscrupulous Practices Milk the Public

According to news reports, officials in China are now investigating several dairy 
companies after the chemical melamine was detected in baby milk powder. Melamine 
is a chemical that is commonly used in making plastics. Officials are now trying to 
find out where and how the infant formula was contaminated.
 
There are rumours that unscrupulous milk suppliers have been adding melamine to 
fresh milk supplies as a way of boosting protein levels in quality tests. Milk tainted 
with melamine appears to have higher levels of protein because it contains large 
amounts of nitrates, which can mimic protein in quality tests. 

It was recently reported that babies who were fed tainted milk in China have been 
appearing in hospitals with serious kidney complaints. So far, four infants have died 
and several thousand others are now suffering from kidney stones, and in some cases 
kidney failure. This has resulted in a total recall of all tainted dairy products from 
dairy companies Sanlu, Yili, Mengniu and Guangming. 

China authorities have been criticised for not acting sooner and alerting the public 
earlier. According to the BBC, the head of China’s quality watchdog Li Changjiang 
said that China would begin testing baby formula for contaminating substances such 
as melamine. He said that these tests were not conducted in the past because it was 
not considered necessary to test for chemicals that are banned from food products.

This is just the latest in a series of food-related scandals to come out of China in 
recent years. Before this, there were similar food safety issues involving fish con-
taining the chemical malachite green, pork tainted with the feed additive clenbuterol, 
and duck eggs contaminated with the cancer-causing dye Sudan red. I think the Chi-
nese Government must do more to enforce food safety standards and ensure that the 
“Made in China” label is safe and reliable.

JW: Thank you very much, Queenie. And that is all for this week’s “Social Issues” 
Morning News Broadcast. Have a great day.

Text B 
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Scaffolding Strategies

In Worksheet 1, students use the headline Unscrupulous Practices Milk the Public 
to make predictions about the topic of the text.

Text B: 
Worksheet 1

Making Predictions with News Headlines

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text B: Worksheet 1 

C. Identifying the issue: What do you think, know or want to know? 

I think … I know … I want to know …
Now that you have defined 
the key words in the title, 
can you predict or tell before 
reading what the news 
broadcast is about?  

What do you already know 
about the social issue? List 
as many ideas as possible. 

Is there anything that you 
want to know more about the 
social issue? List as many 
ideas as possible. 

I think the newspaper article 
is about  

because 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

D.  Share and compare your ideas with a classmate? Who is right? Are you able to 
get more ideas or answers from your classmate? Make changes, if you want, or 
add your ideas. 

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text B: Worksheet 1 

Making Predictions with News Headlines 

You are about to read the script of a news broadcast, but first, look at the title. Can 
you tell what the broadcast is about? The title is ‘Unscrupulous Practices Milk the 
Public’. 

A.  What part of speech are the key words of the title? Circle the answer. 

1. Unscrupulous =  noun  verb  adjective  adverb 

2. Practices =   noun  verb  adjective  adverb 

3. Milk =    noun  verb  adjective  adverb 

4. Public =   noun  verb  adjective  adverb 

B.  Match the following words with the key words in the news headline and write the 
answers in the boxes below. Some words are not related: 

common  everyone  exercises  exploit  
 healthy drink  honest   interesting  legal  
 methods  not ethical  not right  open space 

popular  people   protein   society 
study   take advantage of ways   cancer-causing 

Unscrupulous  Practices  Milk    the  Public 
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In Worksheet 2, students define unfamiliar words using simple, easy-to-understand 
definitions provided by the teacher. They then review the parts of speech and apply 
their knowledge of the words by using them in cloze sentences. Finally, they write 
their own sentences.

Text B: 
Worksheet 2

Vocabulary Building

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text B: Worksheet 2 

Definitions: 
A. related to milk 
B. a group of people who warn others about dangers or harmful things 
C. a person who works for the government 
D. a story that may or may not be true; gossip 
E. able to depend on  
F. an event that damages a person’s name or reputation 
G. government offices or agencies 
H. milk powder for babies 
I. an order to return something that is faulty 
J. to copy a behaviour or action 
K. to discover or see something suddenly 
L. to find out the facts about something 
M. to judge or show the good and the bad sides of something 
N. to make certain or definite that something will happen 
O. to make impure and unusable 
P. to make something better or stronger 
Q. poisoned or dirtied  
R. to make something illegal or unlawful to do 
S. to warn or point something out to someone 
T. very small and fine solids 

Part B. Complete the following sentences with the words in Part A. Pay attention to   
parts of speech and verb tense. 

1. Can the new medicine      the patient’s ability to fight the 
illness? 

2. Can we     on the workers to get the job done? 

3. During the      how many people did the police interview? 

4. How     ! The actor’s nude photos can be seen online. 

5. I love all kinds of     products – cheese and ice cream, you 
name it! 

6. Many experts are     investors to worse economic times ahead. 

7. Mrs Chan bought a dozen cans of      for her baby yesterday. 

8. Please call the restaurant to      that we have a table for 
dinner tonight! 

9.      has it that the actress became pregnant before she got married. 

10. His reputation was      after the embarrassing incident. 

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text B: Worksheet 2 

Vocabulary Building 

Part A. You will need to know the following important words before reading the script 
of the news broadcast. Complete the table by: 
1. identifying the part of speech of the given word; 
2. matching the given word to its definition; and 
3. writing the word in another part of speech in the numbered boxes.  

You may use a dictionary if necessary. 

Word Part 
of sp.

Def. Noun Verb Adjective Adverb 

E.g. official    

investigate 
1. 2. 3. 

detect 
4. 5. 6. 7. 

powder 
8. 9. 10. 

infant formula 
11. 

contaminated 
12. 13. 14. 

rumour 
15. 16. 

boost 
17. 18. 

taint 
19. 20. 21. 

mimic 
22. 23. 

recall 
24. 25. 

authorities 
26. 27. 28. 

criticise 
29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 

alert 
34. 35. 36. 

watchdog 
37. 38. 

ban 
39. 40. 41. 42. 

scandal 
43. 44. 45. 46. 47. 

ensure 
48. 49. 

reliable 
50. 51. 52. 53. 54. 

dairy 
55. 56. 
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Text B: 
Worksheet 2 
(cont.)

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text B: Worksheet 2 

6. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

7. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

8. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

9. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

10. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Text B: Worksheet 2 

11. The     have closed the road to traffic for the holiday parade.  

12. The company had to     the new toy because it was dangerous for 
children to play with. 

13. The factories      the lake nearby with all kinds of poisons 
and wastes. 

14. The principal     eating and drinking in the classroom.  

15. The public     the government for failing to reduce pollution. 

16. The students made fun of their teacher by      his strange 
behaviour. 

17. The trained dogs can     illegal drugs that are hidden in suitcases. 

18. The     group wants to make sure human rights are protected. 

19. You can make mocha by adding hot coffee to the chocolate    . 

C. Use the sentences above as examples and write at least 10 of your own 
sentences. You may use the words in any form you like (e.g. part of speech, verb 
tense). Use a dictionary if necessary. 

1. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

2. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

3. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

4. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

5. ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 
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Sample PowerPoint slides for pronunciation practice. For suggested procedures on 
using the PowerPoint presentation for pronunciation practice, see p. 18.

Pronunciation Practice

Text B: 
Pronunciation PowerPoint

NETworking: Using Social Issues to Learn English, NET Section, CDI, EDB, 2009

investigateg

i VEST (d)iin – VEST – (d)i - gate

NETworking: Using Social Issues to Learn English, NET Section, CDI, EDB, 2009

official

f FI i lof – FI – cial

NETworking: Using Social Issues to Learn English, NET Section, CDI, EDB, 2009

PRONUNCIATIONPRONUNCIATION
PRACTICEPRACTICE

Unscrupulous Practices 
Milk th P bliMilk the Public
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Engaging with the Text

A. Reading for Fluency
After students have learned the definitions and practised the pronunciation of the 
words that they need to know for comprehension, they should be given the opportunity 
to practise reading for fluency by reading the text aloud. 

Reading aloud may be facilitated as follows:
Randomly assign students to read a section of the text.
Vary the length of each assigned section so that students do not know when  
they must stop reading.
Ask questions to check for comprehension after each section is read.
Call on students of all abilities to practise reading by assigning them sections 
of appropriate difficulty.
Prompt students when they encounter obstacles, e.g. pronouncing difficult or 
unfamiliar words, so that they can continue reading. 
Point out mistakes by modelling the correct pronunciation. 
If possible, implement a reward scheme to encourage student participation. For 
accountability, the scheme should be made part of the assessment.

B. Reading Comprehension 
In Worksheet 3, students identify the main ideas by organising the information in the 
text using a graphic organiser.

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Reading for Fluency and Comprehension

Name ___________________________________       Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB     Text B: Worksheet 3 

Reading Comprehension 

Read the script of the news broadcast and identify the main ideas. An example is given. 
Who? What? When? Where? Why? 

Notes 






























Text B: 
Worksheet 3



current
events

To report

the truth; 
facts

an important
event

people who
may not know

about the event

people from
different

backgrounds

unbiasedfair

Journalism

AudiencePurpose

Tone
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Consolidating Learning

A news broadcast is a piece of journalism. It is written for a specific purpose and 
audience:

To explore journalism, students can produce a short news broadcast on a social issue. 
In the broadcast, a television reporter reads the news while a field reporter interviews 
an expert for his/her opinion. 

Suggested Procedures

The students will
select a social issue from a given list; 
conduct research on the issue: relevant facts, statistics or expert opinions;
compose a news broadcast script to describe important events related to the issue 
and explain the effects on the public;
formulate questions for a field reporter to interview an expert;
draft a testimonial for the expert using the research findings;
practise role-playing the television reporter, the field reporter and the expert; and
present the news broadcast to the class.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Writing a News Broadcast Script
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Letters to the Editor

Here are two letters to the editor on the topic of sleep deprivation among Hong Kong 
secondary school students. The letter below is written by a Native-speaking English 
Teacher (NET) in Hong Kong.

I am outraged by the number of students 
who often fall asleep in class and how 

some teachers and parents seem to tolerate 
it. I just started working as a Native-
speaking English Teacher (NET) in a 
secondary school here, and in the 20 years 
that I have taught in my home country, I 
have never encountered behaviour more 
ridiculous than students sleeping in class.

How can so many students be so 
sleep deprived? I confronted a few of 
them recently and found out that they 
stay up until 3 or 4 in the morning. They 
confessed to spending hours chatting with 
their friends online, surfing the Internet 
or playing games on the computer. 
It was certainly not because of being  
overwhelmed by school work.

Students being children, I can 
understand how they can get caught up 
in activities that they enjoy. What I find 
unacceptable is how the adults – teachers 
and parents – condone such behaviour. A 
local colleague explained to me that she 
only had the time and energy to teach the

Snoozing Students Losing
students who were awake. If that is a 
common attitude among teachers, it 
means that in every lesson, a good number 
of students are missing out on learning. 

The parents too, are apathetic to this 
problem. Students have told me that their 
parents never stop them from staying 
up late on school nights. Some students 
keep their parents in the dark by hiding 
behind locked bedroom doors, but any 
responsible parent should take an active 
interest in what their children are doing 
at home. 

It takes a village to raise a child. If 
knowing adults don’t take responsibility, 
then what chance do our children have to 
develop into healthy, educated beings? 
I strongly suggest that teachers make a 
better effort to educate all students – yes, 
even those who sleep in class – and 
that parents take their responsibility to 
care for their children more seriously. 

Tanya Green
Native-speaking English Teacher (NET)

Letters to the Editor

Text C
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This letter is written by a secondary school student in Hong Kong.

Thank you for publishing Ms Tanya 
Green’s letter entitled “Snoozing 

Students Losing”. I am so glad that Ms 
Green pointed out a serious problem to 
parents and teachers – maybe principals 
too.

I cannot agree more that some teachers 
tolerate students sleeping in class, 
particularly in afternoon lessons. In some 
cases, the problem is so bad that almost 
half of the class is snoozing! Yet, the 
teacher goes on teaching and is probably 
glad that those students won’t disturb the 
lesson. I feel these teachers are not doing 
their job properly. 

Students don’t always sleep in class 
because they stayed up the night before 
playing computer games. Some of us 
really have a lot of school work and 
revising to do because some teachers like 
to assign a lot of work. 

Snoozing Students Made to Lose

Another reason that students fall asleep 
in class is that the lesson is boring. Many 
teachers just stand there and talk, talk, 
talk for the entire lesson. The students can 
only listen quietly or have to write down 
everything that the teachers say. This way 
of learning is not interesting and it does 
not keep students awake. 

If the teachers can be more creative 
and make the lessons livelier, then the 
students will pay attention. For example, 
they can use games, ask students to solve 
interesting problems or debate issues. 
How can students fall asleep when they 
are busy participating in activities? Not 
only that, they will also be learning. 

I share Ms Green’s concern that the 
problem is becoming common and that 
not many teachers and parents are doing 
anything about it. 

Stephen Wong 
Hong Kong Island Secondary School

Letters to the Editor

Text D
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Scaffolding Strategies

In Worksheet 1, students will compare the headlines of the two letters and predict 
what they are about. 

Texts C & D: 
Worksheet 1

Making Predictions with News Headlines

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Texts C & D: Worksheet 1 

Making Predictions with News Headlines 

Brainstorm ideas that will explain the titles of the letters to the editor: 

The issue: ‘Snoozing Students Losing’ is probably about     

            

The issue: ‘Snoozing Students Made to Lose’ is probably about    

            

‘Snoozing
Students 
Losing’ 

Why 
snoozing? 

Losing 
what? 

‘Snoozing 
Students 
Made to 

Lose’ 

Losing 
what? 

Who makes 
students 

lose? 
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In Worksheet 2, students will define unfamiliar words from the context in which they 
are used.

Texts C & D: 
Worksheet 2

Vocabulary Building

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Texts C & D: Worksheet 2 

B.  Fill in the blank with the vocabulary words. Use each word only once. You may 
have to use a different tense or part of speech. 

Dear Editor 

It is 1.   _______________  __ that some teachers and parents 2.  ______________

_____ the behaviour of students 3. ______________ _ in class. In the short time that 

I have been a NET, I 4.              ___________________ (already) problems with 

sleep 5. ____________ students many times. 

I refused to be 6.    ___________ and decided to 7. _____________ a few teachers 

at my school about students sleeping in their classes.  Some of them explained to 

me that their job is to teach. If students refuse to learn, it is their loss. I find this 

explanation 8. ___________! Students are children. If students engage in 

inappropriate behaviour, we, as teachers, should not 9.____________ it.  

I also talked to students to get at the causes of the problem. Some of the senior form 

students said they were kept up by an 10.   _____________ amount of school work. 

Most of them 11. ____________  that they stayed up to chat with friends or play 

games online. This is parental neglect! The education of a child requires 

collaboration between home and school. To do their share, parents need to ensure 

that their children are ready to learn when they get to school.  

The fact that the problem of students sleeping in class occurs in Hong Kong is  

12.      ____________________ to me. I demand teachers and parents to work 

together to care for their children. 

Sincerely, 
Andrea Smith 

Name ___________________________________  Class ______ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Texts C & D: Worksheet 2 

Vocabulary Building 
Deriving Meaning from Context 

A. Observe the use of the underlined words in the two letters to the editor. Based on 
their usage in context, write the underlined words next to the definitions given 
below. (Write the base form of the word to match the definition.) 

E.g.        In the process of sleeping or napping 

1.     Full of energy or excitement 

2.     Having or showing no interest in something 

3.     It is true that…

4.     To accept something that is wrong or offensive 

5.     To admit a truth 

6.     To cause disorder or trouble  

7.     To have too much to handle 

8.     To make angry 

9.     To meet face to face 

10.     To have a lack of something 

11.     To run into 

12.     Unreasonable to the point of being silly 
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Sample PowerPoint slides for pronunciation practice. For suggested procedures on 
using the PowerPoint presentation for pronunciation practice, see p.18. 

Pronunciation Practice

NETworking: Using Social Issues to Learn English, NET Section, CDI, EDB, 2009

tolerate

TOL (l)e rateTOL – (l)e - rate

NETworking: Social Issues in the English Classroom, NET Section, CDI, EDB, 2009

PRONUNCIATIONPRONUNCIATION
PRACTICEPRACTICE

Letters to the EditorLetters to the Editor

Texts C & D: 
Pronunciation PowerPoint
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Engaging with the Text

In Worksheet 3, students will compare and contrast the tone of the two letters and 
analyse the views of the two writers of the letters to the editor.

Texts C & D: 
Worksheet 3

Reading Comprehension

Name: __________________________________  Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Texts C & D: Worksheet 3 

Reading Comprehension 

1.   Analyze the tone of the letters: What feelings did the writers express? (e.g. 
happy, angry, sad, surprised, critical, etc.) Support your answers with the writers’ 
words or ideas. 

2.   Compare and contrast the views of the authors. Explain the differences. 

‘Snoozing Students Losing’ ‘Snoozing Students Made to Lose’

Tone Supporting 
Evidence 

Same(√)  
or 

different(X) Supporting  
Evidence Tone 

    

   

   

   

    

   

Where do the views of the two writers agree? Where do they differ? What may be 
the reasons for the differences? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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Consolidating Learning

One of the objectives of the learning English through Social Issues elective module is 
“to help learners to develop the skills of understanding and evaluating social issues 
from various perspectives” (Curriculum and Assessment Guide 2007, p. 44). Role 
play is an excellent collaborative learning activity that gets students involved in doing 
this.

Procedures

This role play activity works well with structured Cooperative Learning groups.

A. Character Expert Group
Students should first be divided into character expert groups. That is, they should be 
numbered off and grouped by role play character. Given that there are 6 roles or role 
play characters, the class should be divided into six groups: 

School Principal
English Teacher
Parent
Form 6 Secondary Student (Alternative role: Form 3 Secondary Student)
Native-speaking English Teacher (NET) from Australia
Nurse

In their character expert group, students should first read the information on the given 
Scenario Card. They should then read their Role Play Card and think carefully about 
their character’s point of view in relation to the scenario. Teachers should give students 
sufficient time to establish their character by asking each other ‘wh’ questions (who, 
what, when, where, why and how). Students should then discuss any points that they 
think are important to support their point of view. They should also give their character 
a name.

B. Public Forum Group
Once students have established their character within the expert groups they then 
will move to a public forum group. Teachers should number off students so that every 
character is represented in the public forum groups. For example, a class of 34 
students will have 6 public forum groups, but 2 groups will have 5 group members. At 
this point the role play can begin.

Each public forum group member has a maximum of three minutes to present their 
point of view. After each group member has presented, they will answer questions 
from other group members. The teacher who circulates from one forum to another can 
play the role of moderator.

Students should take notes as they listen to each group member. After the role 
play is finished, students will be asked to complete a writing assignment about the 
issue. Making notes will help them to remember the important points that have been 
raised.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Role Play
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Scenario Card

Scenario

A recent study reveals that the problem of sleeping in class affects one in 
three secondary school students in Hong Kong schools. There are many 
contributing factors, and teachers, parents and the students themselves all 
share the responsibility in solving the problem. 

The Education Bureau has decided to take active measures by
encouraging teachers to make their lessons more interactive and be 
less tolerant of students sleeping in class; 
urging parents to ensure that their children eat well, exercise 
regularly and sleep well at night; and 
encouraging students to lead a healthy lifestyle so they can learn 
more effectively at school.  

You have been invited to share your views at a public forum about Hong 
Kong secondary school students sleeping in class. At the forum, you will 
have a maximum of 3 minutes to speak. The forum will be moderated by an 
Education Bureau official. At the end of your presentation, you will have the 
opportunity to answer questions from the audience. 

a.

b.

c.
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Role 2: English Teacher                             Name:

You

teach many students who are not very interested in learning English and usually 
behave poorly in class;
have tried many ways to interest them in learning;
also have some students who are very interested in learning English but cannot 
learn well because of the poorly behaved students;
have tried punishing students who sleep during your lessons but it was 
useless;
are now used to having students sleeping in class; and
realise that if you let the poorly behaved students sleep, the interested students 
can learn better.

•

•
•

•

•
•

Role Play Cards

Role 1: School Principal                             Name:

You

are the principal of one of the best secondary schools in Hong Kong;
think the problem of students sleeping in class is very serious;
think the problem reflects the unhealthy lifestyle of students;
often remind students to take good care of themselves by eating well, having 
enough sleep and exercising regularly;
require teachers to counsel students as soon as they are found sleeping in 
class; and
have made ‘no sleeping in class’ a school policy.

•
•
•
•

•

•
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Role 3: Parent                                              Name:

You

and your husband/wife work many jobs to support the family;
think your son stays up very late every night revising and doing homework;
were contacted recently by your son’s Class Teacher telling you that he often 
slept during lessons;
believe your son when he tells you that he is trying his best, but simply cannot 
finish all of his school work; and
ask the teachers at your son’s school to give him less homework and help him 
more because you and your husband/wife are too busy.

•
•
•

•

•

Role 4: Form 6 Student                              Name:

You

are a Form 6 student who is very worried about the public exams; 
have tutorial classes every day after school;
go to the public library to do homework and additional exam preparation after 
your tutorial classes;
stay up very late revising even though you are completely exhausted when you 
get home
allow yourself to doze off sometimes in English class because you are not so 
worried about English; and
think your teachers are not very understanding when they punish you for 
sleeping in class.

•
•
•

•

•

•
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Role 5: A Native-speaking                          Name:
   English Teacher (NET)
You

have taught for many years both in Australia and Singapore before coming to 
Hong Kong; 
are teaching Hong Kong students in a secondary school for the first time;
don’t understand why students sleep during your lessons;
have talked to other teachers about the behaviour and realise that it is quite 
common in Hong Kong;
were surprised when told to punish students by making them stand up for ten 
minutes during the lesson;
were told that it is better to let the poorly behaved students sleep in class so that 
they would not disturb the lesson; and
have never encountered a problem like this in either Australia or Singapore.

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Role 6: Nurse                                               Name:

You

are a certified nurse who is experienced in working with young people;
have recently published a book on the effects of sleep deprivation on health;
believe that the lack of sleep can be caused by when and what you eat, a 
stressful environment and the body’s inability to deal with those factors;
have data that shows while a small percentage of young people do not get 
enough sleep because of pressures from school, a much larger percentage do 
not sleep well because of poor diet; 
have research that shows oily and hard to digest foods badly affect sleep; and
think that this is a serious problem because people who do not sleep well are 
more likely to develop physical and mental illnesses.

•
•
•

•

•
•
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Role 4: Form 3 Student                              Name:

You

are a Form 3 student;
like school because you have many friends there;
think learning is boring because you don’t understand what the teacher is 
saying;
know many classmates who feel the same as you do;
can’t do a lot of the school work because you can’t understand the teachers;
you would rather chat with friends or play games on-line than study;
often doze off in class because you stay up until 3 or 4 o’clock in the morning; 
and
know your marks are bad but don’t know how to improve them.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Alternative Role Play Card for Role 4
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To consolidate learning, students will write their own letter to the editor. This can be 
done as a follow-up to the Role Play on the issue of students sleeping in class. It can 
also be done as a follow-up to a debate on a related issue of students’ own choice. The 
procedures for both suggestions are outlined below.

A. Writing a Letter to the Editor after Completing the Role Play
The students will

choose one of the six characters from the role play activity;
use the notes from the public forum group discussion; and 
write a letter to the editor on the issue of students sleeping in class from the 
point of view of their character. 

B. Writing a Letter to the Editor after a Debate
The students will

form groups of 4 or 5;
brainstorm and identify an issue on student learning that parents and teachers 
need to address urgently;
define the issue by writing a motion, e.g. “That teachers should work with parents 
to make sure students do not sleep during lessons”;
divide themselves into two sides: Affirmative and Negative;
outline main arguments on note cards for each side of the motion;
debate the motion in groups within a given period of time, e.g. 15 minutes;
take notes on the arguments presented by the opposition; 
elect a representative to report orally on the arguments presented by the two 
sides;
participate in a class discussion of the issues reported by each group; and
take notes on the issues and arguments presented.

Using their notes from the debating activity, students will then write their own letter to 
the editor in which they discuss arguments either for or against the issue. 

To assess student work and provide meaningful feedback, an assessment feedback 
form can be a convenient and effective tool. It allows teachers to

make the criteria for success explicit to students before they start writing;
tailor assessment criteria to the specific requirements of the task;
describe the quality of the writing;
give individualized feedback by identifying specific strengths and weaknesses;
make specific recommendations for improvement; and
save time on writing extensive comments.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing a Letter to the Editor 
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With advanced students, teachers may consider collaborating with them on defining 
the criteria for assessment. The goal is to provide students with the opportunity to 
discuss the meaning of an effective piece of writing and develop ownership of the 
process of achieving success. With students who are inexperienced in working with 
assessment criteria, teachers may consider pre-teaching the criteria before students 
begin to write. 

Sample Assessment Feedback Form for Writing a Letter to the Editor:

Texts C & D: 
Assessment
Feedback Form

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB                  Texts C & D: Assessment Feedback Form 

Assessment Feedback Form for Writing a Letter to the Editor 

Assessment Criteria Good Accept-
able 

Need to 
Improve 

The writing task was performed effectively.
Shows a clear position on the social issue    
The social issue is clearly defined    
Purpose for writing the letter is clear    

Ideas were well communicated.
Relevant to the social issue    
Presented in an orderly and logical way    
Clearly explained    
Supported by facts or believable evidence    

The writing is interesting.
Original and thoughtful    

The writing forms a coherent whole.
Well connected paragraphs    

CO
NT

EN
T 

& 
IN

TE
RE

ST
 

Shows relationship of ideas    

Technical errors do not interfere with meaning.
Accurate spelling    
Appropriate punctuation    
Variety in sentence structure    

   
Grammatical errors do not interfere with meaning.
Appropriate use of tenses    
Agreement in tenses and between subject-verb    

   
The writing is well organized.
Appropriate title and heading(s)    
Coherent from beginning to end    
One main idea per paragraph    

   
A variety of vocabulary is used.
Correct use of parts of speech    
Appropriate word choice     

   
The style of writing is appropriate
Consistent perspective    

TE
CH

NI
CA

L 
AS

PE
CT

S 

Appropriate tone    
Remarks: Mark: 



Exploring Social Issues
through Clipit Films

Section 3 
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Introduction

In the Clipit 2008 Competition run by the NET Section, students worked in small 
groups to conduct research, write a commentary and add voice-over and subtitles 

to video images depicting particular social issues in Hong Kong. A total of 103 entries 
from 52 schools were received and over 30 teams received prizes.

The student-created films that came from Clipit 2008 are a wonderful resource 
that can be used in a variety of ways in the Learning English through Social Issues 
elective module. Some of the most engaging films are featured here. Their topics 
cover teenage life, the wealth gap, pollution, work-life balance and crime.

Different activities have been designed to demonstrate ways that the films can be 
used to teach the elective module. They include cloze dictation, vocabulary building, 
listening skills development, note taking, creative writing and a film analysis task. 
Although these activities can be used as is, they are meant to also serve as examples 
for teachers who are interested in designing their own instructional materials.

Resource CD

In the accompanying Resource CD, the Clipit film resources are organised as 
follows:

Section 3

Unedited Clips 
from Clipit 2008 

Clipit Films,
Scripts & 
Materials 

Exploring Social
Issues through 

Clipit Films



Film 1A
Film 1B

Film 2A
Film 2B

Film 4A
Film 4B

Film 5A
Film 5B

Film 3.1-A
Film 3.1-B

Film 3.2-A
Film 3.2-B
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In the Unedited Clips folder, there are six unedited film clips of approximately three 
minutes each that contain images of social issues on the following themes:

In the Clipit Films and Resources folder, two films on each of the six themes are 
included. You will also find the tape scripts of these films in PDF format:

Unedited Clips 
from Clipit 2008

Theme 3:
Pollution

Clipit Films and 
Resources

Theme 3:
Pollution

Theme 2:
The Wealth 

Gap

Theme 1:
Teenage Life

Theme 4:
Work-life 
Balance

Theme 5: 
Crime

Theme 3.1:
The Rubbish 

Problem

Theme 3.2:
Air Pollution

Theme 1: 
Teenage Life

Theme 2:
The Wealth 

Gap

Theme 4:
Work-life 
Balance

Theme 5:
Crime

Theme 3.1:
The Rubbish 

Problem

Theme 3.2:
Air Pollution
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Activities have been designed for the A films under each theme. The B films are also 
provided and teachers are encourged to make use of them in their lessons. 

The following film-based activities are featured in this section:

Type of Activity Theme Number & Title Name of School

Cloze Dictation Teenage Life 1A
“Unhealthy Lifestyle of 
Hong Kong Teenagers”

Hong Kong True Light 
College

Vocabulary 
Building

The Wealth Gap 2A
“Poverty”

La Salle 
College

Listening Skills
Development

The Rubbish Problem 3.1-A
“Don’t Throw it Away”

Sacred Heart 
Canossian College

Note Taking
Activity

Air Pollution 3.2-A 
“Back to Blue”

ELCHK Lutheran
Secondary School

Creative
Writing

Work-life Balance 4A
“Take Five”

Tsuen Wan 
Government 
Secondary School

Film Analysis Crime 5A
“Hong Kong Security”

Cheung Chuk Shan 
College
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Cloze Dictation: Teenage Life

Rationale

Watching a short film and doing a cloze dictation with the subtitles is a simple exercise 
that will develop students’ listening and encoding (spelling) skills. The images in 
the film provide visual clues for students to work out the words and their meanings. 
Listening for key words and phrases and filling in the blanks gives students practice 
with connecting sounds and meaning to words and phrases.

Objectives

The students will
learn about a social issue from visual images and spoken commentary;
use appropriate words and phrases to demonstrate their understanding of a 
social issue;
listen for specific information; and
apply listening and encoding (spelling) skills.

Suggested Procedure

Play the Clipit film, ‘Unhealthy Lifestyle of Hong Kong Teenagers’ while students 
watch silently.
Distribute the cloze dictation worksheet.
Assign students to work in pairs to collaborate on filling in as many blanks as 
possible.
Replay the film with the spoken commentary only (no picture) by minimising the 
Media Player window. 
Students complete the worksheet individually as they listen to the 
commentary. 
Pair students to compare answers.
Check student answers while explaining the meaning of key words, phrases 
and concepts as necessary. 

•
•

•
•

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Note: 
 To create a cloze dictation worksheet

choose a script from the Resource CD;
determine which words and phrases are important or key;
replace the words with blanks; and
number the blanks (20 is optimal). 

     For weaker students, provide the answers in a ‘Word Box’ at the top of the 
     worksheet.

•
•
•
•
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Clipit Film 1A: 
Cloze Dictation

Sample Worksheet

Name: ______________________________  Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 1A: Cloze Dictation 

the Karaoke Box. They like to stay in a small, dark karaoke room with a group of friends, singing their 
favourite pop songs for hours.  

If Hong Kong teenagers maintain such an (14)     , what hope do we have for the 
future? How can we deal with this problem?  

Teenagers should not (15)     on meaningless activities. They must lead a balanced 
and (16)     . They need to exercise. Without health, they can’t achieve anything. 
Regular exercise is definitely the key, at least thirty minutes a day (17)      a 
health expert. If they can spend hours on the Internet, what is thirty minutes for exercise? 
  
It is understandable that young people find life boring and want to have as much fun as possible. But,
there are many (18)     things they can pursue in their quest for happiness and 
the true (19)     . It is high time that they manage themselves in a 
 (20)      manner. 

Post-Listening Task: Now go back and read the script from beginning to end. Do your answers 
make sense? 

Name: ______________________________  Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 1A: Cloze Dictation 

Unhealthy Lifestyle of Hong Kong Teenagers 
Hong Kong True Light College 

Director: Heidi Cheng   Narrator: Monica Ho    IT support: Janice Chan    Researcher: Lydia Ho 

Prediction: Look at the words and phrases in the word box and skim through the script below. Can 
you predict what some of the answers will be?  

Cloze Dictation: Now listen to the soundtrack of the Clipit film, “Unhealthy lifestyle of Hong Kong 
teenagers”. As you listen, fill in the blanks with the missing words and phrases. 

In today’s society, teenagers in Hong Kong have a wide variety of (1)                    . 
However, it is not a healthy phenomenon when most of these activities are meaningless.  

Look at the youngsters holding NDS or PSP in public places. They are (2)                the 
virtual world, and grab every chance to play (3)                 , whether it is outdoors, in the 
MTR stations or even on the bus. When they return home, they indulge themselves on 
(4)                  . According to a survey, Hong Kong teenagers spend about 35 hours per 
week (5)                    the Internet.  

Tom: That’s normal! I (6)                  and usually read Xanga, visit Facebook and watch 
videos on Youtube for several hours a day. It makes me feel absolutely great! 
  
(7)                    have a really powerful influence. For example, ads featuring  
(8)                    and products greet teenagers everyday and everywhere. Equating 
slimness with beauty, they go to extremes, ignoring the importance of health, and spend thousands 
of dollars on (9)     .  

What about politics? Do teenagers know what civic (10)         and referendum 
mean? Whenever they meet (11)      canvassing in the street, they ignore them 
and continue chatting, walking and shopping. They are not (12)         the political 
development and political affairs of Hong Kong. They love the new songs (13)       

Word Box 
according to   computer games   pastimes    surf the Net 

addicted    healthy lifestyle    promoted by   surfing 

advertisements  the Internet    responsibility   unhealthy lifestyle 

candidates   mature and responsible  slimming centres  waste time 

concerned about  meaning of life    slimming programmes worthwhile 
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Vocabulary Building: The Wealth Gap

Rationale

For students who have basic literacy skills, dictionary definitions or language-laden 
descriptions are not helpful in making sense of unfamiliar words. Images may be useful 
as they provide visual clues to help students guess and understand the meaning of 
words. 

The practice and application of new knowledge in a variety of contexts are particularly 
important in vocabulary development. In these learning tasks, students will grasp the 
nuances of word meaning or make word definitions more precise.

Objectives

The students will
define unfamiliar words using converted images from the Clipit films;
practise using the defined words in a variety of contexts for acquisition; and
apply the acquired words to communicate in everyday situations. 

Suggested Procedure

Setting Up
Select a 3-minute Clipit film on a topic of interest to your students.
Use Media Player Classic to view the film from beginning to end.
Identify a specific vocabulary theme, e.g. physical sizes or types of rubbish.
Compile a list of words according to the theme, e.g. furniture – sofa, armchair,  
coffee table and side table.
Select an image that is associated with each of the words.
Pause the image at the selected image.
From the menu at the top of the player, click on ‘File’ and a menu of options will 
drop down.
From the drop-down menu, click on ‘Save Image’ to convert the image into a 
jpeg-image. Be sure to select the ‘jpeg’ instead of the ‘bitmap’ format.
Name the jpeg-image and save it into a folder.  
Open a new Word document
Insert or copy-and-paste the jpeg-image onto the new document. For easy 
manoeuvring, open a text-box and insert or copy-and-paste the jpeg-image 
into it.
Provide several words choices for each jpeg-image. 
Write a question to prompt students to choose words that match the jpeg- 
image. 
See sample on p. 53.

•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
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Instructions
Explain to students the purpose of learning the vocabulary, e.g. ‘You will learn 
the vocabulary for rooms and things that you may find in an apartment. Then 
you can use the words to talk to a friend about your own home.’
Practise pronouncing the word choices for each jpeg-image. 
Allow students 10 minutes to answer questions in Part I of the worksheet. 
Provide correct answers to the questions. Take time to explain incorrect 
answers, e.g. ‘Although we call a building that has many storeys a tall building, 
we don’t call a building with only a few storeys a short building. We call it a low 
building.’ 
Begin with reviewing the vocabulary words and pronunciation if Part II and III 
need to be completed in another lesson.
Students will complete Part II and III.
For the oral presentations, students can be asked to answer questions about 
what they heard or conduct peer evaluations.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
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Clipit Film 2A: 
Vocabulary
Building

Sample Worksheet

Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 2A: Vocabulary Building  

     5a. What part of the flat is this? 

     kitchen dining room  bathroom 

     study  living room  bedroom 

     5b. What can you find in this room? 
    
     lamp  chandelier   wide-screen TV 

     curtain     sofa   coffee table 

     cabinet     plant   carpet 
      
     6. What can you find in this room? 

     cabinet      TV      sofa 

     curtain     stool    shelves 

     bunk bed    blanket    chandelier  

Compare and Contrast: Describe the living quarters of the rich and the poor that 
you see in the images above.  

According to the video, the rich 
person… 

According to the video, the poor 
person… 

e.g.  e.g. 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

4. 4. 

5. 5. 

Oral Practice: With a partner… 

 Describe the place where you live to a classmate. How many rooms are there? 
What can you find in each room? What do you use each room for? 

 Listen to your classmate’s description of his/her home. Ask which is his/her 
favourite room and why. Tell the class what you’ve found out.  

Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 2A: Vocabulary Building  

Poverty 
La Salle College 

Vocabulary Building: Circle your answers to the following questions. 

     1. How would you describe this building?  
      
     old  new  modern tall 
  

skyscraper low  multi-storey 

steel  brick  run-down  

2. How would you describe this building?  
      
     old  new  modern tall 
  

skyscraper low  multi-storey 

steely  brick  run-down  

     3a. What part of the flat is this? 
      
     living room       dining room kitchen 
   
     bathroom      study  bedroom 

             
3b. What can you find in this room?  

couch  dining table  sofas 
  
     chairs  cabinet  dresser 
     
     painting lamp   light 

     4a. What part of the flat is this? 
      
     dining room  study  bedroom  

     kitchen     living room  bathroom 

     4b. What can you find in the room? 
      
     couch  bench  chair 

     cabinet dresser folded table 

     lamp  floor mat painting 
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Listening Tasks: The Rubbish Problem

Rationale

By watching a short film in English and answering questions students develop listening 
comprehension skills. Questions can be constructed to help students develop the 
following skills in:

listening for specific information, e.g. facts and figures;
listening for connections between ideas, e.g. cause and effect; and
listening for the main idea, e.g. general purpose of the film.

Objectives

The students will
learn about a social issue from visual images and spoken commentary;
improve comprehension by anticipating the information to listen for; and
connect specific information to identify the main ideas in the Clipit film.

Suggested Procedure

Play the Clipit film, ‘Don’t Throw it Away!’
Distribute the listening activity worksheet. 
Give students about two minutes to familiarise themselves with the questions 
on the listening activity worksheet. 
Replay the film with spoken commentary only (no picture) by minimising the 
Media Player window while students listen and complete the worksheet. 
Pair students to compare answers.
Check student answers. 

•
•
•

•
•
•

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
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Clipit Film 3.1-A: 
Listening Activity

Sample Worksheet

Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 3.1-A: Listening Activity 

7. What items do people normally donate in this bin?       (1 mark)

___________________

8. Special recycling bins are provided in MTR stations for …?      (1 mark) 

Tick one box only. 

   □ used tickets       □ plastic bags  

   

   □ newspapers       □ flowers 

9. Some offices are r_______________ and r_______________ paper to show their support 
in reducing wastes.              (2 marks)

10. According to the film, the Hong Kong Government has been working to solve the 
problem of wastage and to maintain Hong Kong’s natural beauty.    (1 mark) 

True or false: _________________ 
                 

Total: _____ / 20 



 





Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 3.1-A: Listening Activity 

3. Complete the missing words in the flowchart below:       (2 marks)



4. Complete the words or numbers below:         (5 marks) 

a) More than __________________ tonnes of solid waste go to refuse collection points. 
b) This is about __________________ % of the municipal solid waste in Hong Kong. 
c) The wastes are then transferred to __________________ strategic landfills. 
d) The landfills will be completely filled in __________________ years time. 
e) This is far earlier than __________________! 

5. The Hong Kong government has introduced the “__________________” campaign on the 
first Tuesday of every month in order to reduce the amount of domestic waste in Hong Kong.  

(1 mark) 

6. What type of waste goes into each of the recycling bins below?    (3 marks) 

 ___________________   _________________   ________________ 

Furniture is sold at a __________________  
(as low as HK$1000!)… 

People tend to __________________ furniture  
more frequently… 

Durable furniture becomes piling waste!  


 

Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 3.1-A: Listening Activity 

Don’t Throw it Away! 
Sacred Heart Canossian College 

Listening Activity: Listen to the soundtrack of the Clipit film, “Don’t throw it away!” As you 
listen, complete the tasks that follow: 

1. Complete the missing words in the flowchart below:       (2 marks)

2. Complete the missing words in the graphic organiser below:     (2 marks)

____leftovers____           __foam containers_ 

 ________________          __________________ 

In Hong Kong, ________________________ is prevailing…

People keep filling their wardrobes with glamorous items…

The problem with these enchantments is  
___________________________________  



Examples of waste 
caused by take away

service
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Note Taking: Air Pollution

Rationale

Using graphic organisers to take notes not only focuses students on listening for 
ideas, it also develops their critical thinking skills.

Objectives

The students will
learn about a social issue from visual images and spoken commentary;
analyse the cause and effects of a social issue;
listen for specific information; and 
collaborate with others on completing a task.

Suggested Procedure

Distribute the Note Taking worksheet.
Explain the relationship between cause and effect, and solutions and results 
to students.
Go over vocabulary in the worksheet.
Play the Clipit film, ‘Back to Blue’ with spoken commentary only (no picture) by 
minimising the Media Player window while students complete the worksheet.
Pair students.
The students will compare their notes to consolidate their answers in pairs.

•
•
•
•

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
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Clipit Film 3.2-A: 
Note Taking

Sample Worksheet

Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 3.2-A: Note Taking  

B. Now take notes in the flowchart below on the possible solutions to the 
problem of pollution mentioned in the film. What do you think the results 
would be? Jot down your thoughts in the box provided. 

Possible solutions 

  Examples         Examples

   

Potential Results 
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

______

Small 
behavioural 

changes 

Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 3.2-A: Note Taking  

Note Taking 

A. According to the film Back to Blue, Hong Kong’s dense population is 
responsible for several forms of pollution. Watch the film and take notes in 
the flowchart below on the causes and effects of pollution in Hong Kong. 

Cause 

     Effects                Effects

   
            

Dense 
population  

(many people in a 

limited area) 








 





Solution 

Small behavioral changes can 
make a big difference! 
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Creative Writing: Work-life Balance

Rationale

When given a creative writing task, students often struggle with what to write. Visual 
images can stimulate students’ initial ideas. Mind-mapping can be used to help 
students organise and develop their ideas for writing. 

Objectives

The students will 
learn about a social issue from visual images and spoken commentary;
extract ideas from a Clipit film and use mind maps to organise them for writing; 
and
explore a social issue from a variety of perspectives.

Suggested Procedure

Convert images in the Clipit film, ‘Take Five’, of the daughter, the mother and 
the father into jpeg files. (See p. 51 for procedures.)
Distribute Creative Writing Pre-writing Tasks worksheet.
Play the Clipit film. 
The students will watch and take notes on the situation of each character on 
the worksheet.
Organise students into groups of 3-4.
Using their notes, each group will brainstorm possible ways that the characters 
are affected by their situation. 
Project the jpeg file of the daughter (See Creative Writing Task A) onto a screen 
and elicit from students descriptions of the daughter’s feelings.
Repeat step 7 with the jpeg file of the mother. (See Creative Writing Task B)
In the absence of an image, ask students to suggest feelings for the father and 
write these on the worksheet. 
With the notes in the completed Pre-writing Task worksheet, the students will 
then complete either Creative Writing Task A, B or C. 

•
•

•

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Note: 
For the tasks here, Jigsaw Writing can be used:

Put students into character groups.
Each group will brainstorm and consolidate ideas for a character.
Regroup students, thus jigsawing, so that each character is represented 
in the new group.
Each student will read their writing aloud in character, or read each 
other’s writing silently. 

•
•
•

•
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Clipit Film 4A: 
Creative Writing –
Pre-writing

Sample Worksheet

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB  Clipit Film 4A: Creative Writing – Pre-writing  

Creative Writing 
Pre-writing Task 

The Clipit film Take Five, focuses on the Chan family and the difficulties they have in 
balancing their work life with their family life.  

Mr Chan works overseas and probably does not see his family often. Mrs Chan works 
long hours and comes home very late at night. The domestic helper looks after the 
children while the parents are not at home.  

How is each character affected by the family situation? How do you think each 
character feels? Jot down your ideas in the table below. 

Characters Situation How Characters 
are Affected 

How Characters 
Feel 














  




Eliza Chan

Mrs Chan 

absent father
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Clipit Film 4A: 
Creative Writing 
Tasks

Sample Worksheet

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 4A: Creative Writing Tasks 

Creative Writing Task A 

After you have watched the “Take Five” Clipit film, use your notes to 
 Write a first person commentary from the perspective of Eliza Chan; 
 Describe your home life from morning wake-up to evening bed-time; 
 Explain how you feel about your absent father, working mother, and live-in helper, 

Emily; and 
 Detail some changes you would like your parents to make in your home. 





























The Daughter: Eliza Chan
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 4A: Creative Writing Tasks 

Creative Writing Task B 

After you have watched the “Take Five” Clipit film, use your notes to: 
 Write a first person commentary from the perspective of Mrs Chan; 
 Describe a routine day from morning to night; 
 Explain how you feel about leaving your domestic helper to raise your two 

daughters while you and your husband both work to support your family; and 
 Detail some changes you would like to make in your home…if you could. 

              
 Detail some changes you would like to make in your household.                          







                 




















The Mother: Mrs Chan
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Name: ___________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 4A: Creative Writing Tasks 


 Creative Writing Task C 

After you have watched the “Take Five” Clipit film use your notes to: 
 Write a first person commentary from the perspective of Mr Chan; 
 Describe your life away from Hong Kong; 
 Explain how you feel about leaving your domestic helper to raise your two 

daughters while you and your wife both work to support your family; and 
 Detail some changes you would like to make in your home…if you could. 




The Father: Mr Chan
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
______________________________
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Film Analysis: Crime

Rationale

Analysing a film is a complex task that requires students to apply a variety of critical 
thinking skills. Students will first have to map the sequence of events in the storyline. 
Then they have to summarise the events and evaluate the way that the events are 
structured to arrive at the messages of the film. By responding to the messages, the 
students will finally be able to form an opinion about the film.

Objectives

The students will
listen for specific information in the film;
identify the cause and effect of events and ideas; and
analyse the effectiveness of using specific facts and information.

Suggested Procedure

Distribute the Film Analysis worksheet.
Explain the organisation of the flowchart, e.g. ‘central trunk’ = victims’ mistakes, 
and ‘horizontal branch’ = consequences of the crimes.
Show the Clipit film ‘Hong Kong Security’. Students should watch the film without 
taking notes.
Show the film again while students complete the flowchart in Part A of the 
worksheet.
Distribute the film script.
In pairs, small groups, or in a ‘Think, Pair, Share’ structure, ask students to

Ask students to complete Part B of the worksheet.
As a class, discuss the effectiveness of the use of facts and figures in the film.

•
•
•

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

identify facts and figures that were used in the film;
identify the sources of the facts and figures; and
determine whether the facts and figures were properly acknowledged.

•
•
•
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Clipit Film 5A: 
Film Analysis

Sample Worksheet

Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 5A: Film Analysis 

B. Analysing the Content 
A documentary film should be factual. There should be specific facts and figures to 
support the ideas in the film. The source of the information should also be mentioned.  

Watch the film again and listen for specific facts and figures (i.e. statistics) mentioned 
in the film. Complete the chart below as you watch.

Types of crime Statistics given 
(Circle Yes or No) 

Source given  
(Circle Yes or No)

1. Burglary Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

2. Pickpocketing Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

3. Shoplifting (shop theft) Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

4. Copyright 
infringement 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

C. Film Analysis Rubric 
1. The film was clear and logically organised in terms of cause and effect / problems 

and solutions?  (Circle one.) 
Disagree         Not sure     Agree 

        ☺  

2. The information in the film was factual and there were specific facts and figures 
mentioned?  (Circle one.)   

 Disagree    Not sure     Agree 

        ☺      

3. The sources of all the facts and figures in the film were clearly mentioned?  (Circle one.)  
 Disagree    Not sure     Agree 

      ☺   
Comments:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

Name: __________________________________ Class: _____ (        ) 

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB Clipit Film 5A: Film Analysis 

Film Analysis 

A. Analysing the Organisation 
The Clipit film Hong Kong Security is about crime prevention. It outlines a series of 
careless behaviours (A, B, C) that may lead to a variety of crimes. It also offers a 
few crime prevention measures (D). As you watch the film, take notes on the 
organisation of the ideas in the film using the flowchart below. 
  

  
  Behaviour A


 

Crime A 


   

Behaviour BCrime B 


Conclusion

Behaviour C

Introduction 

Crime C 

D. Crime Prevention Measures

1. Pay attention to belongings around 
______________. 

2. Install a _____________ alarm 
system to prevent _____________. 

3. Prevent ____________ infringement.

4. Don’t forget to ____________ the 
door when leaving the office! 
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Project: Creating a Clipit Film 

The unedited clips from Clipit 2008 are available on the Resource CD. Each clip 
contains three minutes of video footage featuring images that depict one of the 
following six themes:

Teenage Life
The Wealth Gap
Pollution: The Rubbish Problem
Air Pollution
Work-life Balance
Crime

Students can use these unedited clips to do a project in which they create their own 
Clipit film by adding voice-over commentary and subtitles to the clip of their choice in 
the style of a news documentary. 

Suggested Procedure

In teams of 4-5, the students will
select an unedited clip;
view the unedited clip and brainstorm ideas on how to create a storyline about 
the images; 
consider how to sequence the images in the video footage to create their 
storyline;
conduct research to get valid and reliable facts and figures to support the 
storyline; 
use film editing software to sequence the images, create smooth transitions 
between the images and add other special effects such as slow motion, fade 
out and freeze frame; 
write the script for the storyline narration and submit it to the teacher for 
feedback;
revise and edit their script and make any necessary adjustments to the 
images;
add a title at the beginning of the film and credits at the end; 
use film editing software to add voice-over commentary and subtitles to the 
film;
burn the film onto a disc in AVI or WAV format; and 
submit it to the teacher for assessment.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Note: 
In the end credits, students should acknowledge themselves and anyone 
who has assisted them in creating the film. They should also be careful to 
reference all of their sources of information.
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The following feedback and assessment form can be used to assess the films:

Clipit Film:
Assessment 
and Feedback 
Form

RNCT, NET Section, CDI, EDB  Clipit Film Assessment and Feedback Form 

Clipit Film Assessment and Feedback Form 

Group No:   _____ 

Names: ________________________ ________________________ 

  ________________________ ________________________

  ________________________ 

                                                                                                                                         
Criteria Needs 

Work 
(1-5) 

Fair 

(6-10) 

Good 

(11-15) 

Very 
Good 

(16-20) 

Total 

Use of language – voice-over 
- intelligibility 
- fluency 
- intonation and stress ________ 

Use of language – sub-titles 
- readability  
- grammar 
- in sync with voice-over ________ 

Content  
- current & relevant information 
- evidence of research 
- logical conclusion ________ 

Organisation 
- connection between ideas   
- transitions between scenes ________ 

Originality and Effectiveness  
- original ideas 
- creative use of technology 
- impact on audience ________ 

Total 
________ 

Any additional comments:
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 



Reporting on Social Issues
with Information Technology

Section 4 
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Unit Plan

Topic: Using Technology to Explore Social Issues

Level: Junior Secondary

Introduction

In the following multi-lesson unit plan, Information Technology is used to support 
students in exploring social issues. The advantage of using tools like Internet search 
engines, tables, charts and PowerPoint for presentations is that 

they are readily available; and
complex ideas can be presented in a simple visual format.

Learning Objectives

The students will explore a social issue by
defining the issue from a variety of perspectives;
investigating and explaining the issue using technology; and
analysing and summarising information.

Student Learning Outcomes

A. Skills
The students will be able to

write appropriate ‘wh-’ questions;
verbally solicit opinions and information from others with confidence;
prepare graphic representations to show survey results concisely;
summarise and analyse survey results coherently in writing; and
make effective oral presentations.

B. Content
The students will be able to

learn the facts and statistics about a social issue;
understand the cause and effect of a social issue; 
analyse and evaluate the impact of an issue; and
develop the skill of thinking critically.

Materials Needed

Sample Survey
Sample Written Preparation Assessment Rubric
Sample Oral Presentation Assessment Criteria

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Key Tasks

Tasks The student will
1 Defining the issue and 

vocabulary development
map out key ideas/ concepts associated with the 
issue using a search engine on the Internet
acquire vocabulary in context
practise pronunciation and reading for fluency

•

•
•

2. Learning about the issue read a newspaper or research article 
identify and record background information on the 
issue

•
•

3. Conducting research collaborate with other students in groups of 3-4 on:
formulating a survey question
writing survey questions
conducting interviews
recording data 

•
a.
b.
c.
d.

4. Reporting research findings tabulate survey data
illustrate survey data using graphic tools in Microsoft 
Word, such as pie charts, column graphs and tables
prepare an outline for an oral presentation on the 
survey data 
incorporate graphic representations of the data and 
create an outline for an oral presentation
give an oral presentation on the survey results using 
PowerPoint

•
•

•

•

•

5. Description and analysis of 
research findings

write a report that includes:
a description of the survey process
a description of data findings
an analysis of the issue, and 
a reflection on learning.

•
a.
b.
c.
d.

6. Assessment be assessed on:
contributions and collaboration
oral presentation
written report

•
a.
b.
c.
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Sample Survey

GROUP  SURVEY (SAMPLE)

Name:
Group No:

Survey Issue:   National Identity:  Chinese or Hong Konger?  

Prepare 5 interview questions and record the opinions of at least 10 people.

                       Yes           No
1.   I consider myself  Chinese.  

2.   I am a Hong Konger.  

3.   My identity is determined by my birthplace.  

4.   My identity is determined by the place I call home.

5.   My identity is determined by my country. 

Interviewer:      Signature of Interviewee:

Required for your work to count)

For their oral presentation, students may consider the following questions:

Did you encounter any problems while conducting the survey?

What conclusion can you draw from the survey results?

How representative are the survey results of the people living in Hong Kong?

Do you agree with the results? Why or why not?

Do the survey results raise new questions? What else do you want to know?

•

•

•

•

•
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Sample Written Presentation Assessment Rubric

Task 

Prepare an oral presentation using results of the survey that you have conducted. 
For your presentation,

every group member must play a part: graphic designer, presenter, secretary 
and manager;
graphics, such as pie charts and graphs, and PowerPoint must be used to 
illustrate your survey results; and
a written script must be prepared.

Sample Assessment Rubric

•

•

•

Criteria Improvement
Needed Good

I. Teamwork

Each group member was assigned a role.

Group members made contributions in various roles.

At least 40 people were surveyed.

II. Data Compilation

Survey results were summarised.

Survey results were represented graphically.

Graphic representation was clear.

Graphic representation was attractive.

III. Written Preparation

A survey with 5 questions was used.

A script was written for the oral presentation.

Survey results were analysed.

Teacher Feedback: 

An interesting piece of work. The charts need 
to be labelled more clearly. Many spelling 
mistakes in the written script of your oral 
presentation. 

Mark:

  B

Group No:
Names: 

Written Presentation Assessment Rubric (Sample)

(        )

(        )

(        )

(        )

√
√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
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Sample Oral Presentation Assessment Criteria

The language in the feedback form is simple and each criteria is clear for junior 
secondary students with limited English proficiency. Teachers are advised to discuss 
the criteria with the students and provide opportunities for practice before assessing 
students.  

Focus Criteria
Not

Observed
Improve-

ment
Needed

Good

Pronunciation 
and
Tone

Words were pronounced accurately.

Word stresses were placed accurately.

The presenter spoke with appropriate feelings.

Use of 
Language

Tenses were used appropriately.

Appropriate vocabulary was used.

Fluency

The presenter spoke slowly and clearly.

The presenter was loud enough.

The presenter spoke naturally to the audience.

Teacher Feedback: Mark:
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Introduction

In this section, Forum Theatre is used as a vehicle through which students respond 
to various social issues pertaining to Hong Kong. These social issues are related to 

teenage life, the wealth gap, pollution, work-life balance and crime. Learners take part 
in open-ended but structured oral activities. 

Learning Targets

To develop learners’ ability to
negotiate and solve problems in English orally and in writing; and
analyse and develop a deeper understanding of social issues.

Learning Objectives

The students will
prepare for and participate in role-plays based on social issues;
analyse social issues by questioning and  evaluating the behaviour of characters 
in role-plays; and 
discuss and propose solutions to social issues.

•
•

•
•

•

Resource CD

In the accompanying Resource CD, there is a  folder that contains all of the Forum 
Theatre scripts and recordings featured in this section, organised as follows. 

Only the Situation 1 scripts are featured in this section (see scripts on p. 80-91). 
The Situation 2 scripts are available on the Resource CD. The recordings of the 
scripts were read by students of Hong Kong & Macau Lutheran Church Queen Maud 
Secondary School, where the Forum Theatre materials were piloted.
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Advantages of Forum Theatre

There is no need for props or costumes of any sort. Forum Theatre can easily 
take place in a classroom without much space.
All students in the class have the opportunity to try role-playing on a small scale 
in the familiar, non-threatening environment of their classroom.
All students have the opportunity to be problem-solvers.
While the problem plays are relevent to students’ lives, students do not reveal 
personal details.
The experience of participating in Forum Theatre can be engaging, enlightening 
and fun!

The Teacher’s Role

Explain the concept of Forum Theatre to the class. 
Focus the class on the issue in the role play.
Provide students with feedback and advice on voice projection, expressiveness 
and clarity.
Manage the pace of the role-play.
Elicit questions from the class on the actions of the characters.
Elicit suggestions from the class on how the characters might resolve the issues 
in the re-play.

The teacher serves as an important link between the characters in the role-play and 
the rest of the class. Therefore, the teacher must be sensitive and flexible in managing 
class contributions. “Magic solutions” should not be allowed and interventions should 
not go on for too long.

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Forum Theatre is a unique type of participatory, interactive theatre developed by 
Brazilian theatre director Augusto Boal. It begins with a short ‘problem play’ about 
three minutes long in which a conflict is portrayed. The conflict should be a situation 
with which the audience is familiar.

First, the play is performed once, built to a climax and then stopped without any 
resolution. Second, the play is run again with audience participation this time.  
Members of the audience are given the opportunity to ‘freeze’ the action by saying 
“Stop!” and to ask the characters questions about their behaviour or to suggest ways 
for the characters to alter their behaviour so the conflict may be resolved. This is 
called the ‘replay’ of the situation.

In addition, audience members may try out their ideas by taking the place of the 
characters. This is called ‘intervention’. The aim is to resolve the issues by the end of 
the lesson with the help of the audience through theatrical means.

What is Forum Theatre?
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Part Activities Time Allocation

1 Introduction of the themes to be covered. (Scripts for five 
themes are available: teenage life, the wealth gap, pollution, 
work-life balance, and crime.)
Students watch the Clipit films on the selected themes. 
Students then respond to and discuss the Clipit films.
Students work in groups, select one theme and read the Forum 
Theatre scripts related to that theme. (Students may find it 
useful to listen to the recordings on the Resource CD.)

•

•

•

3 lessons

2 Students work in groups to prepare for a role play of one Forum 
Theatre script related to their theme.
Students receive feedback from the teacher on pronunciation 
and on other aspects of the role play.

•

•

4 lessons

3 Students do warm-up exercises to prepare mentally and 
physically for the Forum Theatre activities. (See following 
page.)
Each group is given an opportunity to perform their role play in 
front of the class. 
After each role play, groups will re-play the action in order to 
solicit audience response and participation.
Ideally, each role play will take about 3-4 minutes, and each 
re-play will take about 15-20 minutes. (In a double period of 80 
minutes, it is possible to complete two role plays.)
At the end of each Forum Theatre role play and re-play, 
students can be asked to respond by writing a brief reflection. 

•

•

•

•

•

5 lessons

Unit Outline

The sample unit outline below is designed to be completed in twelve 40-minute 
periods. The unit can be divided into three parts, as follows.

With a lower ability class, the teacher may want to have the whole class focus on only 
one theme and one script at a time. 

With a more advanced class, the teacher can assign different themes and scripts to 
each group in the class.
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Warm-up Exercises

Warm-up exercises should be used to prepare students for participation in the Forum 
Theatre activities. They will help students to open up mentally and relax physically. 
Teachers may consult the section on Warm-up Activities (p. 88-93) in the NETworking: 
Using Drama in the English Classroom and the Learning and Teaching through Drama 
VCD produced by the NET Section.

Assessment

As the purpose of the role play is primarily to provide an opportunity for students to 
respond to social issues, teachers should not assess the acting performance of the 
students. However, this exercise offers a good opportunity for self-assessment and 
reflection. Students can be asked to assess their own performance using the rubric 
on page 5 of NETworking: Using Drama in the English Classroom. If students are 
asked to write a reflection on one of the social issues addressed in Forum Theatre, 
the written work could then be assessed.
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Suggested Lesson Plan

The suggested lesson plan below corresponds to Part 3 of the Unit Outline. It is 
designed for a 40 minute lesson. In this lesson, one group is selected to perform a 
role play which the group has already rehearsed in previous lessons.

In a double lesson of 80 minutes, the process can be repeated a second time with 
another group performing a script on a different theme. 

Activity Time Allocation

Introduction
Explain the format of the role play and re-play activities to students.

4 minutes

Warm-up Activities
Prepare students mentally and physically for the Forum Theatre activities by 
using one or two warm-up activities, e.g. ‘Counting from 1-10’ and/ or ‘Three 
changes’. 

(For more options, see p. 88-93 in NETworking: Using Drama in the English 
Classroom and Section 1 of the Learning and Teaching through Drama 
VCD.)

8 minutes

Role Play 
Select one group to perform their script in front of the class. Allow time 
for students in the audience to prepare questions for the characters and 
suggestions as to how they might resolve the problem.

10 minutes

Re-play 
Instruct the same group to re-play the previous role play. During the re-play, 
classmates ‘freeze’ the action to contribute their prepared questions and 
suggestions when appropriate.

15 minutes

Consolidation
Conclude the lesson by asking questions or making remarks about the 
social issues covered in the role play. 

(A written reflection on the social issue could be assigned for homework as 
follow up.) 

3 minutes

Keep in mind that lower ability students may need more time and support to complete 
the role play and re-play activities in this lesson. It may be necessary to use a double 
lesson of 80 minutes to complete the entire process once. (See Catering for Learner 
Diversity on the following page for ideas on providing additional support to lower 
ability classes.)
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Catering for Learner Diversity

The suggestions in the tables below can be incorporated into the Forum Theatre unit 
to cater for learner diversity at various stages in the process. 

With a lower ability class, the teacher may want to have the whole class focus on only 
one theme and one script at a time. 

With a more advanced class, the teacher can assign different themes and scripts to 
each group in the class. The teacher may also want to engage students in writing their 
own Forum Theatre scripts, as suggested below.

Preparation Stage

Procedures for Lower Ability Classes Procedures for More Advanced Classes

The students will

read the script silently and identify words 
that they don’t know or cannot pronounce;
check the meaning of these words in the 
dictionary;
listen to the teacher model and practise the 
pronunciation of the unfamiliar words;
listen to the recordings of the script and 
complete a cloze exercise based on the 
script;
form groups to practise reading the script;
select roles among group members;
read the script aloud as a class; and
answer reading comprehension questions 
based on the script prepared by the 
teacher.

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

The students will

work in groups to conduct research on a 
social issue assigned by the teacher; 
use the research findings to create an 
original Forum Theatre script in which a 
conflict is portrayed; 
add stage directions and sound effects to the 
original scripts; and 
select roles and practise reading and 
performing the scripts.

•

•

•

•
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Role Play

Procedures for Lower Ability Classes Procedures for More Advanced Classes

The actors will
perform the role play once without 
resolution using cue cards as needed; 
look up and say lines; and
project voice so the audience can hear.

After the role play, the audience will
work in groups to identify the themes  and 
issues contained in the script; and
prepare suggestions and ideas on resolving 
the issue.

•

•
•

•

•

The actors will
perform the role play once without resolution 
and without referring to the script; 
use props and simple costumes;
add movement and vocal effects to the 
performance.

After the role play, the audience will
work in groups to prepare suggestions and 
ideas on resolving the issue;
consider which character’s attitude and/or 
behavior should change; and 
consider what additional actions each 
character should take to help resolve the 
conflict.

•

•
•

•

•

•

Re-play of the Action

Procedures for Lower Ability Classes Procedures for More Advanced Classes

The students in the audience will
‘freeze’ the action;
ask questions and offer suggestions/ideas 
on how the characters should change their 
attitude or behaviour; and
offer suggestions on how the situation can 
finally be resolved.

•
•

•

The students in the audience will
‘freeze’ the action;
take over the role of one of the characters to 
try and resolve the situation; and
take turns being the facilitator of the replay 
activity.

•
•

•
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Follow-up Activities

Procedures for Lower Ability Classes Procedures for More Advanced Classes

The students could
respond in writing to the questions/ 
comments that came up in the class 
discussions;
write a journal entry on how the conflict in 
the role play could be resolved, if it wasn’t 
resolved in class; and/or
write a commentary on the role play 
performance: 

Who was your favourite/ least favourite 
character? Why?
Who was the most/ least reasonable 
character?
Who was the most convincing?

•

•

•

1.

2.

3.

The students could
engage in the debating activity outlined 
on p. 41 of NETworking: Using Debate in 
the English Classroom. (The motion ‘Good 
neighbours are quiet neighbours’ ties in 
nicely with Theme 3 Situation 1: Noise 
Pollution, p. 85.) 
write a journal entry, in role, as one of the 
characters from the role-plays; and/or
write a reflection on Forum Theatre:

Was it a good activity? Why?
How actively did you participate?
What are you good at and what do you 
need to improve on in your participation?

•

•

•

1.
2.
3.
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Forum Theatre Sample Scripts

Situation 1: Using and Abusing the Internet
There is a conflict between parents and their teenage child because the child is 
spending a large amount of time using the Internet. The parents are called Mr and 
Mrs Wong and their teenage child is called Chris Wong. Chris is normally energetic 
and outgoing. Mr Chu is Chris’s class teacher and is worried about Chris, who has 
been falling asleep a lot in school recently. He speaks to Mr and Mrs Wong during 
Parents’ Day. They are sitting in a classroom in Chris’s school.

Characters:  Mr Wong   Mrs Wong   Chris Wong   Mr Chu 

Note: Chris Wong can be either male or female.

SCRIPT

Mr Chu: Good afternoon, Mr and Mrs Wong. Please sit down. 
Sit down, Chris. How are you today?

Mr Wong:  We are fine, thank you, Mr Chu. How are you?
Mr Chu: Very well indeed.
Mrs Wong: Chris, sit up and pay attention! It is rude to 

yawn in front of your teacher, you know! I’m so 
sorry, Mr Chu.

Mr Chu: Actually, I am glad that you are all here today, 
because it is a good chance for us to talk.

Chris: Talk?
Mr Wong: Stop that! We are quite worried about Chris, I 

must say, Mr Chu. . .

Chris: Don’t talk about me as if I wasn’t here. I am not 
deaf, you know.

Mr Chu: Please calm down everyone. Now Chris, I have 
taught you for three years. In fact, you used to 
be one of the best students in my class. I feel 
quite worried about you because your marks have 
been dropping and your teachers say that you are 
always falling asleep in their lessons. So. . .

Mrs Wong: Yes, we know! Chris, you spend so much time in 
your bedroom at home. I don’t think you are 
studying. You are surfing the Internet late at 
night, aren’t you?

Chris: I’m just talking to my friends, Mum.

Theme 1: Teenage Life
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Mrs Wong: It is not healthy to talk to your friends at 3 
o’clock in the morning!

Chris: Stop it, Mum! It is my bedroom and my computer. I 
will do whatever I want!

Mr Chu: Everyone, please calm down!
Mr Wong: The truth is that your mother and I are worried 

about you, Chris.
Mr Chu: I am also worried about you.
Mr Wong: We just don’t understand why you are spending so 

much time on the Internet. Your mother and I have 
to go to work in the morning, so we can’t monitor 
your use of the Internet at night. We want to be 
able to trust you.

Mrs Wong: That’s right. Besides, you look very pale and 
unhealthy.

Chris: Ok, ok! I had a bad cold last week! Can’t we just 
talk about my school report?

Mr Chu: Yes, we can talk about your school report Chris, 
but we are also worried about you.

Mrs Wong: You won’t be able to go to university unless your 
grades improve, Chris.

Mr Wong: Your Mum and I just think it is bad for you to 
spend so much time on the Internet. Can’t you meet 
your friends during the day and go shopping or go 
to the movies?

Chris: I don’t want to do either of those things. This is
so embarrassing. I am not talking about this 
anymore.

Mr Chu: Is something wrong, Chris?
Chris: What?
Mr Chu: You used to be very outgoing and friendly. Now you 

are always very quiet.
Chris: Look, I am doing my best. Maybe I just can’t be top 

of the class.
Mrs Wong: What? We have never said we want you to be top of 

the class.
Chris: I know it is what you expect.
Mr Chu: Do you feel under pressure, Chris?
Chris: I also feel pressure in school, Mr Chu.
Mr Chu: So is that why you like to spend so much time on 

the Internet at home?
Chris: I want to leave.
Mr Wong: Sit down! We are not finished yet!
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Mrs Wong: Don’t shout at Chris. It isn’t helpful.
Chris: That’s right. I am not the one to blame!
Mr Chu: Chris, please calm down. Now maybe we can start 

talking about this more calmly. Your parents and I 
just want to help you, Chris.

Chris: Oh really?

The End
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Situation 1: Bullying and the Wealth Gap
There is a conflict between four secondary school students. Two of them are from 
well-off families and are bullying a classmate from a less well-off family. A friend of the 
student being bullied stands close by, watching the scene and wanting to defend the 
person being bullied, but daring to say very little.

Characters:  Wong    Lai    Chu    Lee 

Notes: All of the characters are teenage secondary school students. Wong and Lai 
are the bullies. Chu is being bullied. Lee is Chu’s friend. Wong, Lai, Chu and Lee can 
be either male or female.

SCRIPT

Wong: You are so ugly, Chu! Can’t you get a good haircut 
at least? Oh, I forgot. . . your family doesn’t have 
enough money. . . oh, I can’t stop laughing!

Lai: Neither can I! It must be so sad to come from such a 
poor family!

Wong: Hey, Chu! When did you last go to the cinema?
Chu: I don’t know. . . I can’t remember.
Lai: I think the last time was when you were four, right! 

Ha!
Lee: That is really sad. Chu is one of the quietest 

students in my class – but is also very kind.
Wong: Are you saying something, Lee?
Chu: Don’t worry about it Lee, it is not your problem.
Lai: Yes, stay out of it and mind your own business!
Lee: It is my business when I see you bullying Chu like 

that.
Wong: Oh, Chu has a friend! Chu has a friend! Are you in 

love with Lee, Chu?
Lai: Yes, they are going to get married! But Chu doesn’t 

have enough money to get married.
Lee: You are really being stupid now.
Lai: Oh look Chu – your darling is helping you. That is so 

sweet.
Chu: Stop it, you two! Just stop it!
Wong: I’m so scared of you Chu – not!
Lai: I’m shaking with fear! I can feel my heart beating 

very fast. Oh no!

Theme 2: The Wealth Gap
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Lee: Why don’t you just leave Chu alone and go and have fun 
elsewhere?

Wong: We are Chu’s only friends. We care about Chu.
Lai: That’s right. Now Chu, you can really help your family 

by buying some Mark 6 tickets. Then your family might 
become rich. You see, Lee? We are giving our good 
friend Chu some advice. Wong and I are very kind.

Chu: I have to go. . . to the library and borrow some 
books.

Wong: What! That is really boring. Be careful, or you will 
become as boring as Lee over there. You should come to 
karaoke with Lai and me.

Lee: Oh, will you two just grow up! Leave Chu alone!
Lai: Or what, Lee?
Lee: Or I will tell the teacher what you are doing. You are 

bullying Chu. You need to learn a lesson.
Chu: Don’t, Lee, you will make them angry with you. . .
Wong: That’s right! Very angry. Now go away Lee, or you 

will be sorry. Chu, you really must try to look more 
fashionable, you know?

Chu: I am wearing the school uniform.
Lai: That doesn’t matter! Haven’t you ever heard of 

accessories?
Chu: My parents work hard to take care of my family. They 

love me.
Lai: Yes, but if you look like a fool, you will never get 

any friends.
Lee: I am Chu’s friend. I want you to go away and leave Chu 

alone.
Wong: I don’t think so. Lai and I are just getting started. 

. .
Chu: Help!

The End
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Situation 1: Noise Pollution
There is a conflict between two sets of neighbours living in the same building. One 
set is noisy and the other is very quiet. The quiet ones are very frustrated and angry 
about the constant noise created by their neighbours. They would like their noisy 
neighbours to be quiet and more considerate.

Characters:  Mr Cheng         Mrs Cheng  Mr Leung         Mrs Leung

Notes: Mr and Mrs Cheng are the quiet couple. Mr and Mrs Leung are their noisy 
neighbours. Both Mr and Mrs Cheng and Mr and Mrs Leung are about 50 years old.

SCRIPT

Scene One: In the Cheng’s flat
Mr Cheng: I can hear them again! Why do we live next door 

to the noisiest people in Hong Kong?
Mrs Cheng: I know. . . last week Mrs Leung was playing 

mahjong until 2.30am with her friends! I didn’t 
get to sleep until 3.30 in the morning.

Mr Cheng: I have had enough of these selfish people and 
their behaviour. Let’s go and tell them to stop 
making so much noise.

Mrs Cheng: What. . . you mean now? I am not prepared.
Mr Cheng: Ask Mrs Leung why she plays mahjong in the early 

hours of the morning, then.
Mrs Cheng: All right, all right.

Scene Two: Outside the Leung’s flat.
Mrs Cheng: You do it! Go on, you knock on their door. 

However, the music they are playing is so loud, 
so they may not hear you. . .

Mr Cheng: All right, all right. . .
Mr Leung: Yes? Oh. . . you are Mr and Mrs Cheng aren’t you?
Mrs Cheng: Yes, that’s right. We want to talk to you and 

your wife.
Mr Leung: Let me just call her. . . my wife is doing her 

exercises and she likes to dance to music, you 
see. Alison. . . ALISON. . . ALISON! COME HERE! 
OUR NEIGHBOURS ARE HERE!

Mrs Leung: I heard you the first time! No need to shout, you 
know. Oh, Mr and Mrs Cheng, how nice to meet you.

Theme 3: Pollution
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Mr Cheng: Actually, Mr and Mrs Leung, we want to talk to 
you about something. My wife and I are quiet 
people and you are noisy people. In fact, you are 
always noisy. You are disturbing us. We would 
like you to be quieter.

Mrs Leung: WHAT! My husband and I are quite normal and only 
make a normal amount of noise. How rude of you to 
say so.

Mrs Cheng: How dare you be so rude to my husband! He is not 
the one causing the problem! At least my husband 
doesn’t sound like an elephant when he is doing 
his exercises!

Mrs Leung: Now you are the rude one! Who do you think you 
are? I don’t sound like an elephant, either!

Mr Cheng: Now, ladies, would you both calm down. The fact, 
Mr and Mrs Leung, is that you are often quite 
noisy. You are noisy from early in the morning 
until late at night. We often hear you shouting. 
We also hear loud music and the sound of mahjong.

Mrs Cheng: Both my husband and I have to go to work early in 
the morning. We need plenty of sleep.

Mr Leung: I understand that. But my wife and I are busy, 
active people. We like to enjoy ourselves. We 
also like to see our friends.

Mr Cheng: There is no reason why your activities should 
disturb us. We do not disturb you, after all.

Mrs Leung: That’s because you are quite boring. At least we 
have interesting lives.

Mrs Cheng: Not everyone is interested in hearing what you 
do. . . especially when it involves loud noise! I 
want you to stop playing mahjong late at night!

Mr Leung: My wife enjoys mahjong. It is a fun, harmless 
hobby.

Mrs Cheng: It is not a good hobby when you are upsetting 
other people.

Mr Cheng: Look, all we are saying is that you must stop 
being so noisy. I am sure other people in our 
building feel the same.

Mrs Leung: Well, no one else has said anything to us. You 
are the only people to complain.

Mrs Cheng: It doesn’t matter if we are the only people 
to complain. However, you should consider our 
feelings. We all have to live together.
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Mr Leung: Well, you should respect our right to do what we 
want in our own home!

Mr Cheng: You people really are terrible! We cannot talk to 
you. From now on, we will be just as noisy as you 
are. That will teach you a lesson.

Mrs Leung: We don’t care. We will be TWICE as noisy as you, 
wait and see!

The End
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Situation 1: A Girl is Waiting Outside a Restaurant
A teenage girl called Rosie Choy is angry with her boyfriend. He is supposed to be 
taking her out for dinner to celebrate her birthday. Rosie’s boyfriend, Andy Woo, is 40 
minutes late. Lately he has been tired all the time and even fell asleep in the cinema 
when they went to see a film last week. When Andy finally arrives at the restaurant, 
she decides to ask him why he is so tired all the time.

Characters:          Rosie Choy      Andy Woo Waitress 1         Waitress 2

Notes: Both Rosie and Andy are 19 years old. Both Waitress 1 and Waitress 2 are 
24 years old.

SCRIPT

Rosie: There you are! I have been waiting for 40 
minutes, you know!

Andy: Don’t start shouting at me. I’m sorry that I was 
late. My boss asked my team to finish the project 
we have been working on. I had to work overtime.

Rosie: You are always working overtime. I rarely see 
you. When I do see you, you are always tired and 
just fall asleep. You are doing it now!

Andy: I can’t help it. I am tired because I have to 
work late all the time.

Rosie: Well, you don’t always have to say yes to your 
boss when he asks you to work overtime!

Waitress 1: Are you ready to order yet?
Rosie: Yes.
Andy: No. Can you please come back in three or four 

minutes? I haven’t looked at the menu yet.
Rosie: Well, I know it off by heart as I have been 

looking at it for forty minutes. If I were to 
take a test on this menu, I would get 10 out of 
10.

Andy: Just come back in two minutes.
Waitress 1: Of course. Would you like some water?
Rosie: Yes, I would like some hot water.
Andy: I want cold water.
Waitress 1: No problem.
Rosie: Let’s order our food quickly. I am really 

hungry.

Theme 4: Work-life Balance
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Andy: Yes. Now, let’s see. . . chicken. . . fish. . . 
vegetables. I don’t know what to choose. Why 
don’t you choose?

Rosie: I will! Waitress!
Waitress 2: Yes? May I take your order?
Rosie: Yes. Both of us will have the Hainan chicken 

rice.
Andy: Actually, I don’t want chicken.
Rosie: Oh, make up your mind, Andy!
Waitress 2: The beef and vegetable stir-fry is very good, 

sir. I also recommend our milk tea.
Andy: That is great. I will have the stir-fry and the 

milk tea.
Rosie: So why do you eat what the waitress recommends 

you to eat and you can’t arrive on time to meet 
ME!

Waitress 2: What would you like to eat, Miss?
Rosie: Hainan chicken rice and bubble tea. Make sure the 

food comes quickly.
Andy: So what have you been doing today, Rosie?
Rosie: I went to work, the same as usual.
Waitress 1: Excuse me. Would you like to order?
Rosie: NO! The other waitress has taken our order. You 

should be more organized.
Waitress 1: Sorry about that. I was only asking.
Andy: Why do you have to be so rude, Rosie? The 

waitress is just doing her job.
Rosie: She should be more organized. I am not coming 

here again!
Waitress 2: Excuse me Miss, the chef asked me to tell you 

something. There is no more chicken, so we cannot 
make the dish you ordered. Would you like to 
choose another one?

Rosie: What sort of restaurant is this? No chicken! Are 
you joking?

Waitress 1: You have made my colleague cry. She is just doing 
her job. It is not her fault.

Andy: Rosie, calm down. Order something else from the 
menu.

Rosie: None of this would have happened if you had been 
on time, Andy! I hate you!

The End
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Situation 1: A Stranger Asks to Borrow a Mobile Phone from a Teenager
A young person called Wong is standing outside an MTR station. Wong is waiting 
for a friend called Chu to arrive. Chu is 10 minutes late. Suddenly, a man, who has 
been watching Wong for 5 minutes starts talking to Wong. The man says he wants to 
borrow Wong’s mobile phone.

Characters:   Wong   Chu   Man

Notes:  Wong and Chu are both 15 years old and can be either male or female. The 
man who talks to Wong is about 45 years old.

SCRIPT

Wong: (Complaining softly to himself) Why are you always 
late, Chu? It is very rude!

Man: Excuse me. . .
Wong: What is it?
Man: I have problem and I need help. I left my mobile phone 

on the train and I need to call my daughter. Can I 
borrow your phone please?

Wong: Ah, I don’t know. I don’t know you.
Man: That’s right. But my daughter will be very worried 

about me if I don’t call her. I was supposed to meet 
her 15 minutes ago.

Wong: Ah. . . maybe you can ask a member of staff to help 
you with your problem.

Man: Oh no, they won’t do that. You have a kind face. 
Please let me borrow your phone. I promise to return 
it as soon as I make the call.

Wong: Are you sure? My dad will be very upset if anything 
happens to this phone. It is a good mobile phone.

Man: I can see that. It looks very expensive. I only want 
to use it for a minute. Please. My daughter will be 
worried by now.

Wong: Ok then. (Wong’s phone rings) Oh, wait a minute. The 
phone is ringing.

Man: I will wait for you to finish your call.
Wong: Hello?
Chu: Wong, it is me. I’m sorry to make you wait. I will be 

there in 3 minutes.
Wong: That’s ok. No problem. So what did you do today?

Theme 5: Crime
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Chu: Nothing special. I watched some TV. Why?
Wong: I wanted to know. Didn’t you do anything else? What 

did you eat for breakfast?
Chu: That is a really stupid question! What’s wrong? Why 

are you being so strange?
Wong: I am not being strange. (Speaks in a low, quiet voice) 

There is a man beside me who wants to use my mobile 
phone. Should I trust him?

Chu: Are you joking? Of course not! You don’t know him. I 
will arrive soon. Don’t give him your mobile phone.

Man: Excuse me, I am sorry to bother you, but. . .
Wong: Chu, I hope you will be here soon. Hurry up.
Chu: Wong, don’t give your phone to a stranger. He might 

steal it.
Wong: Don’t worry. I will see you very soon. (Wong ends 

phone call)
Man: So can I borrow your phone? Please give me your phone!
Wong: Just wait a minute; I think I have a text message. . . 

(Wong looks at mobile phone)
Man: My daughter will be so worried! I am honest. I won’t 

steal your phone.
Wong: Well. . .
Man: It is good to help other people.
Chu: (runs towards them) Wong! Hey! Leave my friend alone!
Man: What? Who are you? Don’t be so rude!
Chu: We don’t know you. You might be a thief, so go away 

now!
Man: I am not a thief. I need help.
Chu: We will not help you. Go away.

The End

For additional Forum Theatre scripts, see the Situation 2 scripts under each of the 
five themes on the Resource CD.
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Useful Websites and More

Research and Information

www.bbc.co.uk
International news coverage from a British perspective.

www.cnn.com
International news coverage from an American perspective.

www.nytimes.com
A New York-based online newspaper. 

www.straitstimes.com
A Singapore-based online newspaper.

www.nationalgeographic.com
‘Supporting Exploration, Education, and Conservation’ since 1888, good 
source of photos, interactive features and history articles.

www.youthink.worldbank.org/issues/
Research, knowledge and experience gathered by World Bank experts on 
international issues.

www.multcolib.org/homework/sochc.html#gen
Information on current social issues from multiple perspectives compiled by a 
library in Oregon, US for secondary school students.

www.world.law.harvard.edu
Through the voices of artists, economists, refugees, historians and plain folk, 
this seven-part series of radio broadcast in the United States addresses the 
trends that affect us — viruses, habitat collapse, starvation, terrorism and war 
— as well as the technologies and cultural connections that could rescue us.

www.oxfam.org.hk/public/main
Articles and videos on ‘working with people against poverty’.

www.greenpeace.org/china/en/
Articles and research on environmental issues and climate change.

www.miniature-earth.com/
A powerful video profiling the world’s population with statistics on standards of 
living, ethnicity, religion and more.

www.britishcouncil.org/learnenglish-central-themes-archive-page.htm
Articles and activities by alphabetised themes, e.g. conservation, human 
rights, smoking and more.
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www.breakingnewsenglish.com/issues.html
For downloadable articles on a variety of social issues and accompanying 
lesson plans that include listening practice and online quizzes. 
Rich archived materials.

www.amnesty.org
Reports of activities on the promotion of human rights.

www.ted.com
Speeches by famous people on a variety of issues.

Publications

Suggested Schemes of Work for the Elective Part of the Three-year 
Senior Secondary English Language Curriculum (Secondary 4-6) (2007).
www.edb.gov.hk/FileManager/EN/Common/sow%20for%20the%20elective%2
0modules%20-%20211107.pdf
 
Learning and Teaching Resources in Support of the Suggested 
Schemes of Work for the Elective Part of the Three-year Senior 
Secondary English Language Curriculum (Secondary 4-6).
www.edb.gov.hk/FileManager/EN/Common/social%20issues_teaching20
resources_071119.doc

Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award Anthologies 2006-2009.
Published by the Gifted Education and the NET Section, CDI, EDB, these 
anthologies contain winning poems from students in primary and secondary 
schools.

Using Literature in English as a Way to Enhance Creativity and 
Language Learning in Hong Kong Resource Package SCOLAR Project 
no. E/03/98-2. The package contains The Poetry Video Project (PTV): 
Using video to promote the appreciation of poetry in the classroom and The 
Programme of Stories in English (POSIE). Many of the activities address 
such topics as conflicts in family life and poverty, and provide opportunities to 
initiate the exploration of social issues through literature.

Hong Kong Magazine. A weekly English magazine that contains articles and 
editorials on local social issues as well as entertainment. New issues are 
available every Friday. 
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Editorial Cartoons and Comics

Cartoons and comic strips are effective tools for generating discussion and debate 
among students with limited English proficiency. The illustrations and simple language 
structures used in cartoons and comic strips allow students to access meaning without 
being overwhelmed. Teachers are advised to screen materials to ensure that they are 
appropriate.
       

www.conservativecartoons.com
Focused on current affairs, especially in American politics. More suitable for 
senior secondary students.

wwww.globecartoon.com
Created by Chappatte for the International Herald Tribune. His cartoons, both 
serious and humourous, can be searched by themes or key words.

www.unitedmedia.com/editoons/
A great variety of comic strips and cartoons by many artists.



Notes




